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ABSTRACT

SThis manual contains a Procedure for the design of
stacks on U.S. Naval ships based upon the experience
already gained by the Navy as well as commercial ship
stack design practices. The techniques described in de-
tail include design guidance for the height and shape of
exhaust gas stacks, prediction of plume trajectories, es-
timation of downwind plume gas temperatures, and model
testing techniques. The manual is divided into two parts.
The first part contains a step-by-step procedure, with
examples, for auxiliary vessels with conventional stacks
and combatant vessels with low profile stacks. Design
tools are included in the form of tables, graphs, com-
puter programs, etc. The second part of the manual con-
tains the basic rationale, historical and experimental
foundation for the design practices as well as a sec-
tion describing model testing techniques. In addition,
problems unique to Naval ships, such as air operations
and temperature limitations of topside electronics gear,
are discussed.N
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NOMENCLATURE

Y (VERTICAL)

P~.T 5 V 5 PLUME

AS Exhaust pipe area (total for one or several pipes).

Ds ~Equivalent exhaust pipe diameter - (4A5 /r),

Rs Equivalent exhaust pipe radius - DB/2

VA Ship speed

V5  Velocity of stack gas exhaust averaged over the
exhaust area

VT True wind speed

Vw Average horizontal laminar vind velocity (relative)

V s/Vw Velocity ratio

Ts Average stack gas exhaust temperature

T. Ambient wind temperature

TM Flume centerline temperature (along the plume)

* Temperature ratio T5 -

e Yaw angle of relative wind

C g Gravitational constant
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)

S Plume length measured along plume

v Kinematic viscosity of wind

pW Density of wind

Ps Density of stack gas at stack exit

rO  Maximum plume radius at a point, S, along the plume

T, r Plume temperature, T, at radius, r, at a point, S,
along the plume

Re  Ship Reynold's number = VwLs/V*D

Ls  Characteristic length of ship model

Fr Stack exit Froude number = Vs/(gRs (Ts - /T D

x Horizontal distance downwind from stack exit center-
line

y Vertical distance above stack exit

sea Stack Reynold's number - DsVw/V .

Re 2  Local flow Reynold's number = 3Ms/VW

OF Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

OR Temperature in degrees Rankine (OF + 459.670)

b Width of stack casing at base

e Uptake duct extension/b

H Height of stack exit above datum/b

h' Interpenetration/b

ht Turbulent zone height above datum/b

P interpenetration fraction
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NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)

Lb Buoyancy length scale

Lm Momentum length scale = RS Vs/Vw

M Mass flow ratio = ;n./I s

Mass flow of mixing air

ma Mass flow of stack gas

*Plume temperature ratio

t
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1.0 DESIGN GUIDANCE

1.1 Design Procedure

This section of the Stack Design Manual contains a spe-
cific stack design procedure that is geared to coordinate
with the complete ship design. The design process has been
divided into three steps which are:

1. Conceptual Design

2. Preliminary Design

3. Contract Design

The contents of this procedure and its relationship
to the complete design process is illustrated in Figure 1-1.
This manual also includes two worked examples. The ships
are the AO 177 and the Patrol Frigate (FFG 7). The former
is typical of an auxiliary vessel and the latter is an ex-
ample of a small combatant ship. The type of naval ship
being considered will have a large effect on the design pro-
cedure to be followed.

1.1.1 Conceptual Design

The conceptual stage of stack design is a first cut
study that can be executed quickly and which will roughly
indicate any major problems with the design. Two elements
are involved, the turbulent zone of air flow over the ship
and the design of the stack. The object is to design the
stack so that the exhaust gas plume is projected far enough
above the turbulent zone boundary that little mixing takes
place, see Figure 1-2.

1.1.1.1 Superstructure Design and Turbulent Zone Height - The
height of the turbulent zone is a function of the superstruc-
ture geometry. The first data reviewed should be the topside
arrangements, deck plans, and outboard profile. Examination
of the arrangement drawing can reveal potential ways of
lowering the turbulent zone height. Over and Third [4]1 have
systematically organized formulae and diagrams to predict
turbulent zone height for various superstructure shapes of
interest. Appendix A contains extracts from the paper by Ower
and Third. The height (h) of the boundary above the highest
deck can be considerably reduced by suitable rounding of the
edges of the superstructure, particularly in elevation. Struc-
tures with less length than breadth generate higher turbulence
boundaries than longer structures, and the benefits derived(from rounding edges are lost.

hirackets [ ] denote references.
1-I



FIGURE 1-1: STACK DESIGN PROCESS

ISTACK, SUPERSTRUCTURE, A MACHINERY DESIGN INPUTS

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN - FIRST ITERATION "

SUPERSTRUCTURE DESIGN & TURBULENT ZONE HEIGHT ESIGN INTERACTION

STACK GAS EXIT CONDITION AND

STACK/WIND VELOCITY RATIO CHANGE PROCESS

EXHAUST PLUME TRAJECTORY & TEMPERATURE

PRELIMINARY DESIGN - SECOND ITERATION

DESIGN STACK SHAPE AND EXIT TERMINAL

CALCULATE VELOCITY RATIO PROBABILITY

DEL TEST EVALUATION

AIR OPERATIONS

CCTESIGN -FINAL ITERATION

FlZAL P LUME TRAJECTORY AND TEMPERATURE

PSDE COMPONENT ENVIRONMENT ____I.'
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1.1.1.2 Stack Gas Design Data - In the design of a stack
certain input data are required. One item is the ship
operating profile, which is usually presented in the form
of a nomogram with velocity range vs. percent time the ship
will be operating within that range, also called the speed/
time profile.

Engine exhaust characteristics are also needed.
The characteristics include volume flow vs. ship speed
and exhaust temperature vs. ship speed. For example of how
these data are applied, see page 1-29and page 1-33.

1.1.1.3 Velocity Ratio Calculation - The first step in stack
design is to estimate the exit velocity of the stack gas (Vs).
With that velocity, the velocity ratio (ratio of stack to
wind velocity) can be formed.

Stack area is calculated using the minimum acceptable
backpressure at maximum power. Backpressure is specified by
the engine manufacturer, or in the case of steam plants,
taken from boiler backpressure criteria. If no other data
are available the following procedure can be used to approxi-
mate exhaust velocity at full power.

Calculate the exhaust stack exit flow area (A8 ) and
equivalent diameter (Ds - -vXs/) with the following data,
assuming no major obstructions in the duct flow path; use
the exhaust volume flow (ft3/sec) from engine characteris-
tics, and the maximum exhaust velocities (ft/sec) from
table 1-1.

Table 1-1 Stack Exit Velocity

Ship Stack Stack Exit Velocity (ft/sec)
Class Height

Steam Gas Turbine

All - Stack Height Abv. Tur- 130 180
bulent Zone

All - Low Profile Stack 180-200 250

For the purpose of this manual, 40 kts is taken as the worst
absolute wind speed. This velocity corresponds to the wind
velocity in the North Atlantic that is annually exceeded
about 2 percent of the time. Higher wind speeds will cool
the plume faster and can be expected to contain more turbu-
lence.

1-4



With Vs and Vw the velocity ratio (Vs/Vw) can be
calculated. The acceptability of the velocity ratio in terms
of effectiveness in ejecting the exhaust gas plume clear of
the ship is determined through comparison with previous de-
signs. A table is then assembled in the form of Table 1-2
which contains the velocity ratios for the ship speeds being
considered and a head wind and tail wind of 40 kts each. The
resulting velocity ratios are compared to the values of
Table 1-2 and adjustments of stack area are made if the values
fall far below these limits. A check should be made so
that at some fairly low power setting, such as cruise, the Vs/
VW should not fall below 1.0. This checks well with AO 177
in Table 102 and also with the experience of Nolan (1, p. 22].

1-5



Table 1-2 Velocity Ratios for Various Ship Types

40 Knot True Wind Speed (VT)

Ship T t V/V vs/Vw
Ship Type Power Level Speed S FWn T w

kts Headwind Tailwind

Combatant Max 30 1257 236 2.00 14.60
Destroyer (a) Cruise 20 1090 152 1.50 4.45
(DG/AEGIS) Idle 10 953 54 .64 1.06

Combatant Max 28 1240 264 2.30 13.20
Frigate(a )  Cruise 20 1110 186 1.85 5.46
(FFG 7) Idle 5 1060 56 .56 .95

Auxiliary Max 21-23 1320 130 1.24 4.28
Tanker Cruise 20 1275 105 1.04 3.11
(AO 1 7 7 )(b) 15 kts Ahead 15 1250 63 .68 1.47

10 kts Astern -10 1260 88 1.70 1.04

Helo- Max 25 1310 234 2.13 9.24
carrier Sustained 22 1317 251 2.40 8.26
(Sea Control Half Throttle 17 1182 161 1.70 3.9.
Ship)(a )  Slow Ahead 9 1127 131 1.58 2.50

(a) Low profile stack design

(b) Stack height penetrates boundary layer

1-6



1.1.1.4 Stack Shape and Height - Background and rationale
for this technique is presented in Section 2.4. See Figure
1-2 for a definition of terms. The design procedure follows:

(a) Determine the height of the turbulent zone (ht)
with procedure described in Appendix A. Refer to Section
1.1.1.1.

(b) Determine the casing shape and the projection
of the exhaust smoke pipe above the top of the casing. Figure
1-3 presents offsets for various stack shapes. Figures 1-4
and 1-5 from Reference [5) gives the interpenetration (h)
of the plume as a function of velocity ratio for a number of
model stacks. The largest (absolute) value of interpenetra-
tion (h') possible is most desirable. These stacks were
tested individually in a region of laminar flow. Referring
to Figures 1-4 and 1-5, the streamlined uptake (No. 2) consis-
tently shows good performance. Special tops were included in
the model series to preserve the benefits of a projecting
uptake and improve overall appearance of the stack. All the
stacks in these plots have projecting uptakes that extend
above the casing top 0.475 times the casing width at the base.
Successful designs with projections as small as 1/4 to 1/2
of this extension have been achieved. Extension values of 2
to 4 feet or about 1/4 to 1/3 of the base width have consis-
tently given good results in more recent model tests conducted
by the U.S. Navy and may be used. The plots can be used for
stack designs that can be approximated by the stacks included
in the model series. The choice of casing shape depends on
the selected critical yaw angles that are likely to present
problems, see section 1.1.2.2. A + 300 yaw angle (wind angle
off-the-bow) is standard for air operations on U.S. Naval
vessels.

(c) Two basic rules were formulated by Over and
Third [5) for stack casing design: Rule 1 - the lower boun-
dary of the smoke plume may be allowed to penetrate the zone
of turbulence created by the ship's structure to a vertical
depth in accordance with the following table.

TABLE 1-3 Interpenetration Fraction

Interpenetration Fraction
Interpenetration (h')

Allowed (p)

Above -0.5 .35

-0.5 to -1.5 .50

( Below -1.5 .70

1-7
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Rule 2 - The lower boundary of the smoke plume must not
descend below the stack top by an interpenetration dis-
tance (h') greater than two stack widths (2b). For stack
heights of less than 2 b, the allowable interpenetration
distance is reduced accordingly. This rule is applicable
to all angles of yaw between + 300.

(d) If no criteria exists for determining the
maximum yaw angle for design, determine the value as illus-
trated on Figure 1-6. Construct a line aft of the stack
centerline with a downlook angle of 200. Extend the in-
tersection radially to the beam of the ship. This anqle may
be between 10 and 20 degrees. At yaw angles greater than 20
degrees, the smoke plume passes off most ships' decks before
penetrating the turbulent zone. Rule 1 can be ignored if
the 200 downlook angle does not intersect the centerline
of the ship. If the maximum yaw angle is greater than 200,
use 200 in the next calculation.

(e) Calculate velocity ratios at full power for a
true wind of 40 knots and the maximum yaw angle for rule 1
by using the following:

sin 1180-0+ arc sin ((sin B)(VA/VT))))vw = .]

sin(e)/VT

where

VW = Relative wind speed,

VT = True wind speed,

VA - Ship speed, and

e - Yaw angle of relative wind.

The velocity ratio is then, Vs/VW

(f) Pick values of h' from Figures 1-4 and 1-5 for
the velocity ratio and type of stack selected. Then pick
appropriate values of p from Table 1-3.

(g) Use Equation 1.2 to determine the minimum

stack height based on Rule 1 for zero yaw and maximum yaw.

H - ht (1 - P) -h' [1.21

(h) Use equation (1.1) to determine the Vw for 30*
yaw and a true wind of 30 knots. Check compliance of the
velocity ratio under these conditions with Table 1-4 to
satisfy Rule 2.

1-11
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(i) If Rule 2 is not satisfied, increase the V
and calculate a new H by going back to (b) and reiterating.

1.1.1.5 Plume Trajectories and Isotherms - Plume trajectories
and isotherms are to be drawn directly on the ship's profile.
To predict plume trajectory and temperature, the following
equations should be applied. (The derivation of which is
found in Section 2.2). A step-by-step method for determining
the expected peak temperature at a given topside location
due to gas turbine exhaust gases is illustrated below.

(a) Plume Trajectory - Determine the velocity ratio
(V /Vw ) which has a trajectory through the X and Y coordi-
nates of the selected topside location from equation 1.3.
Criteria for critical velocity ratio and operating conditions
was presented in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.

Y N(V s/V w ) (X/R s ) ' .25[

(2.4 + 0.3 Vs/Vw ) ° ' 5 0

Where:

N - 1.15 for one exhaust pipe
N - 0.86 for more than one exhaust pipe
X - Horizontal distance from stack centerline, ft.
Y - Vertical height above stack exhaust, ft.
De - Equivalent diameter of stack exit area, ft., uX/7

(b) Temperature at the Centerline - Calculate the non-
dimensional plume temperature ratio (*). Calculate the maxi-
mnm plume temperature (dual engine operation) from the rela-
tionship given in Equation 1.4.

Tm - TOI (V /Vw).25 [1.41
S"Tgl - Too (i/s)

where

Tm O Plume centerline temperature, F, (Ts - T4) + T

Te Average stack gas exhaust temperature, OF

T- Ambient temperature, OF

a - Plume length measured along the plume

1-14



Using equation 1.4, s/Ds is easily plotted along the )lume
trajectory by using a tick strip to measure distance along
the trajectory.

(c) Plume Radius - Finally the radius of the lowest
trajectory should be plotted to show Lhe lowest extent of the
plume boundary by using the following equation.

1

r o = R + [2 (0.15 + 1. 2 /(Vs/Vw)) - I Y [1.51
s 2F R

where
Vs  VsF- =

R (gR/( PM s) o. 5 (gRs/ Ts

and

Rs = Equivalent radius of stack exit = D s/2

g = gravitational constant

p. = Density of wind (at standard conditions)

p = Density of Stack gas at exit.

The profile drawing with plume trajectories, isotherms
and radii allows the designer to estimate the typical tempera-
tures in heat sensitive antennae, weapon systems and other
components. (See Appendix C for information about the heat
sensitivity of mast mounted equipment.) It also allows him
to check for reingestion of exhaust gases, exhaust gas in
crew areas and the possibility of plume interference in air
operations (See Appendix B for information on air operations.)
At this point, adjustments can be made in topside arrangements.
This would necessitate an interaction with other design groups.
A re-evaluation of Section 1.1 may be necessary after this in-
teraction.

1-15



1.1.2 Preliminary Design

Assuming the general design parameters have not changed
sufficiently to warrant a reiteration of part 1.1, the next
step in the design process, stack design and model testing
is usually coincident with Preliminary Design. The general
flow prblem is not well enough understood to predict the
effect of yaw and local obstructions without model testing.
Hence the present design technique consists of first studying
headwind and tailwind conditions (Section 1.1.1), and then
making empirical judgements concerning performance at all
yaw angles. When an acceptable design has been derived in
this manner, it is normally then model tested.

1.1.2.1 General Stack Shape Design Guidelines - Ower and Third
[5] have written an exhaustive paper on stack shape which in-
cludes design guidelines for standard designs. For uncon-
ventional stack design, special studies to determine the re-
quired characteristics are necessary. General guidelines are
as follows:

(a) Since the main cause of downwash is the bulk of
the funnel casing, this should be reduced as much as possible.

(b) Within the range of normal practice in design,
the shape and length/breadth ratio of the casing profile in
plan have no great influence on the performance of the funnel.
An increase in fineness of the profile gives good results
in headwind conditions, but can cause severe eddying at cri-
tical yaw angles.

(c) Some improvement can be effected in yaw only by
placing the uptake discharge as far aft as possible in the
casing.

(d) A tapering casing is beneficial under most circum-
stances, particularly if it results in an appreciable reduc-
tion in breadth at the top.

(e) A substantial improvement results from a simple
extension to the uptake beyond the stack top. A streamlined
section rather than cylindrical gives improved results.

(f) Specially shaped tops can be designed to take
full advantage of the benefits of a projecting uptake. All
have as their main object the reduction of the disturbing
effect of the casing. Even at the higher angles of yaw,
their performance in much better than that of a casing with
only a projecting cylindrical uptake. Minor modifications
to the shape of these tops do not seem to have a vital bearing
an the performance, but with domed shaped tops it is recom-
mnded that the uptake discharge be angled at 20-25 deg. to
the vertical. Rounding the stack top eliminates tendency
br mmoke to creep forward over the top (3].
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(g) Slope of the stack top. The horizontal top is
best but a downward rake aft of 1" per foot does not affect
performance. Greater rake deflects the flow downward into
the stagnated region. It also forms a large eddy at the for-
ward edge which will cause the smoke to drift forward [3].

These results were based on a study of a typical
variety of stack shapes. The authors noted that the stack
casing is more detrimental to stack flow than any other in-
dividual characteristic. This is due to the downwash caused
by the casing. But, casings are now generally used to house
machinery and are necessary despite their detrimental effect
on gas flow. Typical stack elevations and section shapes are
presented in sections 1.2 and 1.3. Also typical examples of
well designed casings are described in Section 2.1.3.

1.1.2.2 Velocity Ratio Probabilities - The probabilities of
velocity ratios when the relative wind comes from various
directions can be calculated by the NAVSEC computer program
entitled, "Mean Stack Gas Velocity Ratios and Probabilities
of Relative Wind Direction for Known Ship Speed and Exhaust
Speed Characteristics" [20].

This program computes mean stack gas to relative wind
velocity ratios and the probabilities that the relative wind-
over-the-deck, Vwod, will be from each of n equal sectors.
Only the solutions for sectors on one side of the ship are
calculated because their mirror sectors have equal solutions.
The tailwind sector is always analyzed first.

The weighted mean velocity ratio, (R = Vs/Vw), is
calculated for each sector. Also calculated for each sector
are ten values of the probability that the velocity ratio
will be less than R, where R varies from 1.0 to 5.5. A
plot of these ten points yields the cumulative probability
curve as a function of R throughout the range.

The data required to operate the program are:

(a) The number of sectors to be analyzed. See Figure
1-7(A).

(b) A ship speed profile with 15 or fewer discrete
ship speeds and their associated probabilities of occurrence.
See Figure 1-7(B).
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(c) Five values of ship speed with the corresponding
stack exhaust speed. The range of these ship speeds must
span the range of the ship speed profile. See Figure 1-7(C).

The program is based on solutions to a number of special
case problems utilizing discrete values of ship speed and
wind speed. A typical problem involving eight sectors and
seven ship speeds requires just under two hours to solve.

Ten discrete wind velocities and their probabilities
of occurrence have been assumed by the program. These winds
are based on meteorological data from the North Atlantic,
and they represent a reasonable worst case.

1.1.2.3 Model Testing - The scope of a model test program will
vary greatly depending on the nature of the design. It is
now possible to design an auxiliary vessel with a high
stack and few heat sensitive antennae without resorting to
model tests. On the other hand a very unusual configuration,
such as the eductors on the DD 963, would require extensive
testing of the stack alone as well as waterline ship model
tests. During the design of the Sea Control Ship, three
versions of a modified streamline stack, which would be in-
expensive to build, although not as aerodynamically desirable
as a streamlined stack, were tested and a design selected.

For typical design, there are two kinds of model tests:

(a) Individual stack

(b) Ship waterline model with or without the stack

Individual stack tests are conducted when studying different
stack shapes. Traditionally these tests developed because
it was felt that the small stacks on ship models would pre-
sent scaling problems. However, test results by Ower and
Third [5) suggest the critical Reynold's number does not
affect the dowawash by any appreciable amount. For details
on model testing techniques and practices, see Section 2.3.
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1.1.2.4 Air Operations - Aircraft operations are affected
in two ways by topside arrangements and stack design. First,
airflow patterns downwind of the deckhouse, helo hanger,
or stack must be investigated during the model study. The
landing area may be exposed to reverse or erratic flow con-
ditions in the depression or "burble" region which exists
downwind of these structures. It is this depression region
that is formed by the downwash which tends to suck down or
disperse the plume. The complex effects and interaction of
locally generated boundary layers cannot be adequately pre-
dicted. It has been the traditional role of smoke model
testing of new ship designs to isolate these problems.
Ower and Third [4i have defined superstructure design tech-
niques which can minimize the effects.

The second consideration is the effect of the hot gas
plume crossing the flight path during air operations. The
exhaust gas affects the aircraft by (1) power loss in the
gas turbine engines, and (2) loss of lift due to a reduction
in air density. Thus it is necessary to define an envelope
of exhaust gas temperature for various wind velocities and
relative headings. The normal approach pattern is from down-
wind flying into the relative wind heading. This provides
maximum lift at any given engine power level. However, NAVAIR
insists that there be clear approach paths from any angle
between 900 and 2700 relative to the bow. To allow considera-
tion of various approach angles by the aircraft, the exhaust
gas trajectory and temperature should be evaluated at several
relative wind angles (00, 300, and 450).

Appendix B contains further criteria for air operations
on naval vessels.
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1.1.3 Contract Design

Model testing is usually completed during the early
phase of contract design. Hopefully any major changes to
topside arrangements and the stack design can be resolved
at this time. Based on the previous studies conducted, it
is now appropriate to choose a final design configuration.

1.1.3.1 Final Design Isotherms and Trajectories - Resolu-
tion of design conflicts or deficiencies at this stage re-
quires design changes which affect other equipment systems.
Actions which can be taken are illustrated on Figure 1-8.
In increasing order of complexity, they include the fol-
lowing:

1. Change stack shape.

2. Increase the velocity ratio through the use of
exit nozzles, dampers, or added air.

3. Raise the stack.

4. Consider special stack designs.

1.1.3.2 Heat Sensitive Components - The equipment items listed
in Table 1-5 are required by procurement specifications not to
exceed the limitations of MIL-E-16400 (1490 F operating and
167 0F non-operating). Increasing the ambient temperatures
beyond these values, although non-fatal from the standpoint
of iumediate failure, will have a negative effect upon compo-
nent service life and result in shorter maintenance intervals.
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TABLE 1-5

OPERATING LIMITATIONS FOR TOPSIDE COMPONENTS (*F)

Item Long Term Short-Term (less
than 10 minhr.)

A. Coaxial Cable:
(RG-214, RG-218, RG-333,
and 1-5/8" Foam Filled)
Applied RF Pwr/Rating

100% 104 104
50% 140 140
20% 162 162
10% 169 169
0% 176 176

B. Wave Guides:
(Rigid & Flexible) 185 212

C. Misc. Line of Sight Items:
(Radar, TACSATCOM, AS-899,
AS-1174, AN/URD-4, AN/URN-3) 176 185

D. Antenna-Couplers:
AN/SRA-1 185 212
AN/SRA-43 172 185

E. Antenna Insulators
Fiberglass 185 212
Ceramic Bowl 185 212
Ceramic Strain Relief 185 221

F. Wire
Vinyl Covered 176 176
Unjacketed 185 221

G. Weapons:
CIWS 7Phalanx) 150 150
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1.2 Auxiliary Ship Design Example

The FY75 Auxiliary Oiler AO-177 stack configuration
was selected as a design sample. Reference 21 sumnarizes
the design efforts of SEC 6136 during Preliminary and Con-
tract Design of the AO-177.

1.2.1 Superstructure Configuration and Stack Height

The reference drawing used was the General Arrange-
ments (Inboard Profile) dated 16 April 1974. Critical areas
identified during the drawing review were possible impinge-
ment of the exhaust plume on:

(a) The ship's superstructure adjacent (forward) of
the stack exit terminal.

(b) The ship's antenna mast and mast-mounted elec-
tronics components forty (40) feet forward of the stack.

(c) The helicopter operations (hovering) area above
VERTREP, forty (40) feet aft of the stack discharge.

Boundary Layer Height

The AO-177 deck house is shown in Figure 1-9. The
boundary layer height (H) can be calculated from:

H - B x ht [1.6]

where

B - deck house beam (unity) (Note that in Appendix
A, the deck house beam is designated as b.)

ht - boundary layer max. height expressed in terms
of deck house beam (B). This term should not
be confused with interpenetration (h').

Sample calculations for two representative deckhouse beam
widths were made, 80 and 38 feet. The boundary layer height
for each of these cases then lies between:

I - 0.42(80) - 33.6 ft (above the deckhouse)

ht - 0.42 from test number 74, Appendix A

or adding the 4 ft. bulwark

H1 - 33.6 + 4 - 37.6 ft. (above the 07 level)
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or alternatively

H2 = 0.68(38) + 4 = 29.8 ft (above the 07 level)

ht = 0.68 from test number 9, Appendix A.

In this case the mean value for boundary layer height (H)
was chosen:

H = (H1 + H2 )/2 = 33.7 ft (above the 07 level).

1.2.2 Velocity Ratio

The design velocity ratio is determined using the method
of Ower and Third. The ship profile is illustrated in Figure
1-10. The procedure for applying Rule 1 is as follows [5]:

(a) Find the maximum yaw angle for which Rule 1 should
be applied. This will vary between 10 and 20 degrees. At
yaw angles greater than 20 degrees, the smoke plume passes
off most ships' deck before penetrating the turbulent zone.

(b) Draw a line from the stack casing top at a down
angle of 20 degrees below the horizontal. The downward sloping
line should be rotated to form a cone whose apex is at the
stack terminal. The maximum yaw angle in plan view is where
the cone intersects the beam of the ship.

(c) Since the cone clears the ship' decks, see Figure
1-10, Rule 1 does not apply.

Therefore, the next step is to apply Rule 2. Assuming
a maximum ship speed of 23 knots (VA), and true wind speed
of 30 knots (VT), and a yaw (e) of 30 degrees, determine the
relative wind speed (Vw) from equation 1.1:

w sin[1800 - (300 + arc sin ((sin 30*)(23/30))]
Vw sin 301/30

- 47.6 knots or 80.4 ft/sec.

Selecting a 130 ft/sec stack exit velocity (V,) from Table 1-1,
the design velocity ratio becomes:

Vs/w .130
Vs/Vw- 1.62 [1.9]
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This value of Vs/Vw is well above most of velocity ratios
presented in Table 1-2 for Auxiliary Tankers. The reason
is that a 30 knot true wind speed was used rather than the
worst case condition of 40 knots. Either raising the true
wind speed (VT) or lowering the maximum yaw angle (e) will
lower the design velocity ratio. Changing the true wind
speed to 40 knots and redoing the calculation using equa-
tion 1.8 yields:

Vw = sin [1800 - (300 + arc sin(300 )(23/40))] 1.10]

sin(300)/40

Vw = 58.2 knots = 80.8 ft/sec

Vs/Vw = 130 = 1.32 [1.11]
80.8

A nominal design velocity ratio of 1.3 was selected. The
exhaust characterestics at the full power sustained speed
condition are shown in Table 1-6.

TABLE 1-6

AO-177 EXHAUST CHARACTERISTICS AT FULL POWER

Ship Ship Stack Exhaust Stack Stack Exhaust Tom-
Type Class Velocity at Area Diameter perature at

Sustained Full Sustained
Power Full Power

Auxiliary A0177 130 ft/sec 9.62ft2 3.5 ft 400OF

1.2.3 Stack Configuration

The final AO 177 stack configuration is shown in Figure
1-11. The configuration must closely approximate Over
and Thirds case (9) (see Figure 1-5), a domed top cylin-
drical uptake with 22-1/2 degree slope. From figure 1-5
at a velocity ratio of 1.6, the interpenetration (h')
distance allowed is:

h' -- 1.2
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Taking the interpenetration fraction (p) from Table 1-3,
p = 0.5. From Figure 1-2

H + h'
ht

Solving for h':

hI = ht(l - p) -H

h' = 34(0.5) -33 = -16'

and

b = 16 - 13.3 ft.

A nominal value of 14 feet base width was chosen at the cen-
ter line of the stack as shown in Figure 1-11. The domed top
was simplified to a 45 degree slope to simplify construction.
Theory would call for a pipe extension (e) of 0.475 x 14 ft
6 ft. However, previous model test experience (reference 7)
had shown a 3 ft pipe extension with this shape to be suffi-
cient.

1.2.4 Plume Trajectories and Isotherms

Predictions of plume trajectory and centerline tempera-
ture in headwind and tailwind conditions using equations 1.3
and 1.4 are shown on Figures 1-12 and 1-13 respectively.
Table 1-7 presents the respective ship operating conditions
and power plant parameters used to calculate the plume condi-
tions.

1.2.5 Probability Analysis

The combined cumulative probabilities of ship speed, ex-
haust velocity, and true wind speed as a function of time were
used in the computer program described in section 1.1.2.2.
The program calculatos a mean stack-to-relative wind velocity
ratio (V,/V ), and the percent of time that relative winds
will occur n each identified sector. To select a design
velocity ratio (Vg/Vw) and condition, a factor of 10% of the
total time in eacR segment was used. The 10% value was con-
sidered a reasonable percentage of time which some form of
adverse gas entrainment could be accepted. The mean and
design velocity ratios and their respective probability of oc-
currence are shown on Figure 1-14.
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FIGURE 1-14 OPERATIONAL VELOCITY RATIOS
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TABLE 1-7

POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS (1), (2)

Combined Propulsion Boiler
Full Power Exhaust Airflow

Gas Temperature, stack 400OF

Velocity @ stack exit 130 ft/sec

Exhaust weight flow 61 lb/sec

Ship speed 21-23 knots

Cruise Power (Max)

Gas Temperature, stack 355°F

Velocity @ stack exit 105 ft/sec

Exhaust weight flow 49 lb/sec

Ship speed 20 knots

15 Knots

Gas Temperature, stack 330OF

Velocity at Stack exit 63 ft/sec

Exhaust weight flow 30 lb/sec

10 Knots (Astern)

Gas Temperature, stack 340°F

Velocity at stack exit 88 ft/sec

Exhaust weight flow 42 lb/sec

(1) Ambient Temperature (T.) - 100°F

(2) Stack Diameter - 3.5 Ft.
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1.3 Combatant Ship Design Example

The FFG-7 (Patrol Frigate) stack configuration was
selected as the combatant design example. References [14,
16, 22 and 231 sunarize the design efforts conducted during
Preliminary and Contract Design of the FFG-7.

1.3.1 Superstructure Configuration and Stack Height

The design procedure followed in the auxiliary tanker
example is not generally applicable to combatant ship stacks.
This is due to the fact that most combatant ship designs
utilize low profile stack configurations. This minimizes
topside weight, and provides the least obstruction for radar
and weapons coverage.

A serious problem existed at the end of the Preliminary
Design Phase of FFG-7. The stacks had been configured with
only a cowling protruding above the top deck of the super-
structure. Clearly then, there is no need to check boundary
layer heights, the stack discharge would always be well within
the turbulent zone.

To determine the minimum stack height which would be
satisfactory, a model test was conducted [22J. The results
indicated hot exhaust gas reingested into the inlets. In-
sufficient vertical clearance of the stack discharge terminal
caused the plume to get trapped and attach to the deck at
velocity ratios (Vs/V ) of 2.0 and under. Recommendations re-
sulting from the modeY study were to:

(a) Raise the stacks to a height of 6 feet above the
03 level (top deck) with the uptake pipes extending an addi-
tional 2 feet higher than the terminal top.

(b) Reduce the uptake exit area to increase the up-
take velocity and momentum.

The resulting sustained full power design conditions are
given in Table 1-8.

Table 1-8: FFG-7 Exhaust Characteristics at Full Power

hip Ship Stack Stack Stack Exhaust
pe Class Exit Area Diameter Temperature

Velocity

mbatant FFG-7 264 ft/sec 17.05 ft2  4.7 ft 780°F
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1.3.2 Velocity Ratio

Velocity ratios were tabulated for a number of
operating conditions. Table 1-9 presents these data.

TABLE 1-9

FFG-7 Performance Data

OPERATING MODE
Full Power Cruise Idle

Stack Exit Temperature (OF) 780 650 600

Velocity (ft/sec)(V s) 264 186 56

Ship Speed, knots 28 20 5

Velocity Ratio

0 deg Yaw 2.30 1.85 0.56

30 deg Yaw 2.53 1.96 0.75

180 deg Yaw 13.20 5.46 0.95

Vw =40 kt; TA = 100OF

1.3.3 Stack Configuration
The stack configuration selected was similar to Owen

and Third's casing A (Figure 1-3) 151 with a forward cylin-
drical section. The stack casing was not angled. No at-
tempt at altering the stack shape to improve performance
was made because of the extremely low height of the stack
terminal.

1.3.4 Plume Trajectories

Exhaust plume temperature profiles for the FFG-7 are
shown on Figure 1-15 for the sustained full power condition.
The method used to calculate these curves is the same as that
presented in section 1.1.1.5.

1.3.5 Probability Analysis

The probability of occurrence of a specific plume
incidence temperature (T) for a selected topside location
(x, y) can be expressed as the conditional probability:
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P[Vs/V w] = PITA X vw X VA X 6]

where

TA = ambient air temperature

P[] = probability of variable in parenthesis
occurring

6 = yaw angle of wind

VA = ship speed

V w  = true wind speed

Vs = stack exit velocity

All parameters are assumed to be stochastically independent
(i.e., not influenced by one another), the probability can
be expressed as:

P[vs/w ] = PITA] • P[Vv A  • P1[]

Hand calculations were used in this case. Some of the vari-
ables used in the analysis, along with the cumulative results,
are shown in Figure 1-16. Each set of input parameters was
conservatively chosen so that the lowest velocity ratios
would result.
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2.0 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

2.1 Turbulent Flow and the Stack Gas Plume

2.1.1 Nature of Stack Emissions

2.1.1.1 Soot - Soot is comprised of relatively large particles
that grow -on the inner surfaces of the stack which eventually
breakoff and are ejected. These particles possess a finite
rate of descent [4). Soot can burn boat covers, discolor
paint and corrode steel. It can not be controlled like smoke
because soot settles out of the plume while smoke is buoyant
and remains in the plume. Soot can be controlled by dust
collectors, expansion chambers, insulated stacks or scrubbers
[4]. The soot problem is usually worse on a steam operated
ship when the engineer blows soot from the boiler surfaces.
This often results in a rain of soot on the deck. Although
soot is a factor in the design of ship's stack it is a prob-
lem that is not addressed in this manual.

2.1.1.2 Smoke - Smoke is a gaseous efflux of very fine par-
ticles that-will remain suspended indefinately. These elements
make up the bulk of the plume and must be ejected clear of
the ship with the plume. Smoke causes many problems when
interacting with other systems because it has the following
properties:

o Corrosive (contains sulphur)

o Nauseous

o Highly heated (can cause overtemperature damage)

o Not always visible

These properties of smoke mean it must not be in-
gested into the crew areas, cannot pass uncontrolled through
antennae, must be kept clear of helicopter operations, must
not be reingested into the engines or other intakes, and must
not impinge on any part of the hull or superstructure.

2.1.2 Gas Flow Around Bodies

2.1.2.1 Two Dimensional Cylinder in an Air Stream - Sherlock
Eel compared the stack to a long circular cylinder in a
cross flow. If the gas in this flow was perfect (i.e., no
losses due to viscosity) it would regain its original flow
pattern after passing the cylinder as shown in Figure 2-1.
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FIGURE 2-1
IDEAL FLOW AROUND A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

As an ideal gas passes the cylinder the velocity of the flow
increases. This results in a corresponding increase in ki-
netic energy with a corresponding decrease in pressure. At
the point where the flow passes the maximum width of the
cylinder kinetic energy is at a maximum and is sufficient to
cause the flow to return to the original streamlines. How-
ever, air is not a perfect gas. As a real gas it possesses
frictional viscosity which causes kinetic energy losses when
traveling past the cylinder. Because of this reduction in
kinetic energy the flow cannot return to the original stream-
lines and is forced to separate as shown in Figure 2-2.

FIGURE 2-2
REAL GAS FLOW AROUND A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

Separation forms a region where the static pressure is lower
than free stream but higher than the fast moving layers im-
mediately around it. These fast moving layers support a
pressure difference due to their momentum. Eventually they
turn in upon themselves and roll up into vortices, with axes
parallel to the axis of the cylinder. These vortices flow
downstream and slowly disintegrate as the low pressure cen-
tral region entrains free flowing gases. This causes the
vortices to increase in mass and decrease in rotational momen-
tum. Eventually rotation breaks down completely and flow no
longer follows any particular pattern. It has been shown
that vortices must be staggered to be dynamically stable and
form what is known as a OKarman Trails [5).
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2.1.2.2 Flow Over Bluff Bodies [2] - As can be seen in Figure
2-3 the flow over a bluff body separates from the boundary
ahead of the body to form an eddy region on the windward
surface. A second separation occurs on the leading edge of
the upper surface and spreads to fill the area behind the
body. Regions above the separation are smooth. The flow
has generated a streamline flow over an abrupt obstacle
and a turbulent region immediately in contact with the ob-
stacle. ACCLERTED FLOW

SEPARATED REGION ABOVE BODY

y U

DECELERATED FLOW SEPARATED FLEW IN CORNER

FIGURE 2-3
FLOW AROUND A BLUFF BODY

Mixing of the free stream with the turbulent area occurs at
the interface and tends to continue the disturbance down-
stream. Vortices are generated as shown.

2.1.2.3 Stack Plume Flow - The flow around the ship stack
is a combinatiionofthecircular cylinder flow and the bluff
body flow. To complicate matters this body ejects gases ver-
tically and the entire turbulent flow pattern is subject to
abrupt changes as the yaw angle changes.

0 Deformation of the plume ai it is bent - Usually,
the stack plume is emitted perpendicular to a
laminar cross flow. In a region of laminar flow
a gas jet has distinct boundaries. At its source
the jet has a reasonably uniform velocity profile
and relatively low turbulence. As the jet rises
it is deflected by the cross flow and the plume
bends until its flow is principally horizontal.
A pressure field forms around the jet as it is
deflected causing it to form a kidney shape [9].
The jet will remain distinct as long as the cross
flow is laminar but in a region of turbulent flow
the jet will quickly spread out and no longer be
distinct. This is what happens if the plume enters
the turbulence of the ship's superstructure.
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0 Local effect - The stack usually can be represented
as a short cylinder. Gas flowing around this cylin-
der experiences an increase in pressure on the
windward face and a corresponding decrease of pres-
sure on the sides and back. Air flows over the top
and down the back of the stack as is shown in Figure
2-4.

FIGURE 2-4
RESULTANT PATH OF STACK GASES IN THE WIND

If the gas emitted from point A of Figure 2-4
has sufficient velocity, Vs , it will be carried
along path C. But, if smote is emitted at A
with a very low Vs then the influence of V.w will

-a.-

cause it to follow a path to B. This second flow
is called a "downwash" and if sufficiently strong
will cause the smoke to come down to the deck as
it mixes in with the vortices behind the stack.
For typical merchant ships the "downwash" does
not extend more than 1/2 to 1 stack diameter be-
low the stack outlet [3]. The velocity ratio,
Vs/Vw , in the determining factor for "downwash"
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being a problem. The amount of "downwash" is
also influenced by the shape of the stack and
yaw angle. A streamlined stack at small yaw
angles will not generate the vortex trail that
a circular stack generates. The strenoJ. of
these trailing vortices is a major co,..-ibutor
to "downwash."

0 Ships Turbulent Zone Effect - The superstructure
of a ship is composed of a number of bluff bodies
each of which contributes its own turbulent wake.
Each obstacle acts as a turbulence generator that
sheds vortices which gradually mix with the region
of laminar flow as they travel downstream. To-
gether these generators combine to form a general
turbulent region which encompasses the entire
ship superstructure and is known as the turbulent
zone. Model tests have confirmed the existence of
a turbulent zone that increases in depth aft.
These tests have also shown that the turbulent zone
is a function of ship superstructure and yaw angle.
In the previous section it was noted that when a
plume enters a turbulent region it will mix through-
out that region. Therefore, if the stack plume
enters the turbulent zone via stack "downwash" the
smoke will be brought down to the deck. Tradition-
ally the top of the stack was well above the tur-
bulent zone and "downwash" did not cause a problem.
But this is not now the case. The transition from
laminar to fully turbulent flow is a gradual one
that takes place through a region of significant
depth. A stack ejecting gas into this transitional
region will only perform satisfactorily if "down-
wash is properly controlled. The Patrol Frigate
is an example of a ship class that ejects the stack
gases directly into the turbulent zone. This was
possible after increasing the stack gas velocity
to 260 ft/sec.

o Yaw Angle - Yaw angle is the angle of the relative
wind to the ship's heading. Yaw angle affects
both the turbulent zone and the "downwash" around
the stack. Usually ship stacks are longer than
they are wide and will, therefore, have different
flow patterns as the yaw changes. Generally, the
performance of an individual stack in a laminar
cross wind degenerates as yaw increases beyond 15
to 20 degrees. But a stack model mounted on a
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ship structure will exhibit degenerated perfor-
mance from 15 to 60 degrees and then improved
performance from 60 to 90 degrees [3]. This
improvement is caused by a change in the direc-
tion of flow over the stack. For small yaw
angles the flow over the stack is largely horizon-
tal and continues to be horizontal until the flow
approaches 600 of yaw. From this point on the
vertical sides of the ship become dominant flow
directors, the direction of the flow becomes ver-
tical and the vertical flow carries the stack
gases higher. The result is improved stack per-
formance.

2.1.2.4 Control of Plume Behavior - The plume can be affected
by changing any of the following relationships which in turn
affect the height of the turbulent zone, the velocity ratio,
plume temperature, and local flow around the stack (i.e.,
"downwash").

o Type of power plant - Gas turbines usually present
the biggest problem with the plume but for small
high powered vessels gas turbines have shown them-
selves to be desirable for other reasons. A gas
turbine plant requires four times the air mass
flow and will exhaust this large volume of air at
2000C higher than a comparable steam plant [10].
In addition, gas turbines are very sensitive to
temperature transients and the increased mass flow
makes intake location a critical problem.

o Vessel operating profile - This operating profile
is the necessary result of the vessel's mission
and is not likely to be changed. The profile con-
tains probabilities of operating velocity ranges
and the complimentary mass flow and temperature
of the power plant exhaust.

o Stack Area - Stack area directly affects the smoke
velocity. The effective outlet area of the stack
can be continuously varied with a damper. Multiple
stacks can also be employed to keep the stack velo-
city high while operating at low powers. Both
techniques sacrifice efficiency and simplicity for
the sake of improved plume performance.
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0 Location of stack - By merely moving the stack
longitudinally it may be possible to exhaust
the gases outside the turbulent zone (TZ).
Longitudinal stack location can also be used
to maximize the distance between stack and an-
tennae and thereby lower the temperature of
the gases passing through the antennae.

o Characteristics of the stack - The shape of the
stack itself can be used to improve the local
flow and reduce the "downwash." There are many
variations and a detailed discussion of these
can be found in Section 2.1.3.

o Height of the stack or TZ - Both stack height
and height of the turbulent zone can be adjusted
to decrease the likelihood of plume entrainment
in the turbulent zone.

2.1.3 Conventional and Special Stack Shapes

The following stack configurations have one design
goal and that is to surround the plume with smooth flowing
air at all yaw angles. Most of these shapes work well under
some conditions and exhibit little or no improvement for
other conditions. They are presented to familiarize the de-
signer with several alternative types of stacks.

2.1.3.1 Streamlined Stacks - Most conventional stack de-
signs have streamlined body sections. Streamlined sections
are chosen in preference to cylindrical sections due to archi-
tectural and flow considerations (in a headwind). Stream-
lined stacks with long, slender sections fore and aft cause
considerably more suction in a sidewind than an equivalent
cylinder. However, aesthetic considerations and fore and aft
design conditions dictate selection of streamlined designs.

Acker [31 has shown that a horizontal stack top is
better than a raked or sloped top. The horizontal top gives
less section aft than a sloping top. If the stack top must
be raked for design purposes, 1:12 is a suitable slope. In
some special designs, a slope of 1:9 has produced good results.

Although there are numerous variations of streamlined
stack types, a good example of this type of stack casing is
the Clydebank funnel design. The design was introduced by
John Brown & Co., Ltd. in the early 1950's. Figure 2-5 shows
some elevation and section views of the casing. The upper one-
third has a section similar to Casing A in Figure 1-3. This
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2.1.3.6 Athwartships Terminal Extentions - The SS FRANCE
stack configuration is a vertical casing with two faired fins
extending horizontally athwartships. The smoke is ejected
from the ends of these fins and thereby removed from the
stagnation region in the lee of the vertical casing. Often
in operation the downwind fin is sealed as an extra pre-
caution in keeping stack gas out of the stagnation region.
This stack has been successful in eliminating the downwash
effect beind the stack even though the stack gases are given
no vertical thrust. The DE 1052 stack terminal uses a simi-
lar technique to direct exhaust gases clear of the ships
superstructure. Exhaust gas is directed into two separate
port and starboard terminal pipes angled aft and slightly
above horizontal. Figure 2-9 illustrates this design.

2.1.3.7 Annulus - An air annulus surrounding the exhaust
flow can iprove plume structure and compactness but does
not increase the trajectory height. To be effective the an-
nulus should have a velocity not less than one to two times
the free stream velocity and at a volume at least equal to
the exhaust at full power. Schultz and Matthews [11] tested
three annuli with widths 8.8, 16.0 and 24.4 percent of the
stack diameter and found the smallest annulus to be best.
Acker [3] suggests keeping the annulus width less than 10
percent of the stack diameter.

2.1.3.8 Eductors - Eductors were utilized in the DD 963 to
cool the exhaust gases being emitted from the stack. In this
design the exhaust temperature into the eductor is 9006F and
the temperature out of the eductor is 400-5006F. The cooling
eductor air flow is 1.6 to 1.0 times the turbine exhaust flow.
Figure 2-10 shows a typical eductor. This design was guided
by model tests at UCLA, where many configurations of eductors
were tested. At this time any eductor design must be accom-
panied by detailed model tests.
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2.2 Plume Behavior Theory

2.2.1 Plume Prediction Equations - The following equations
were found to give the best representation of plume character-
istics when compared with full scale and model test data.

2.2.1.1 Trajectory - The form of equation 2.1 was derived by
Hoult, Foy and Fourney [13]. Figure 2-11 contains specific
results of their theoretical treatment of the gas plume.
Charwat conducted model tests during the design of the DD 963
and determined the values of the coefficients of equation 2.1.

Y (V/Vw )[1.7(X/D s)] ° 0 .
3 7

(1.2 + 0.15 Vs/V w ) 0.50

Figure 2-11 shows a comparison of equation 2.1 and the data
taken during the HMS GLAMORGAN trials [10].

Subsequent review of the GLAMORGAN data, and refinement of
the coefficients resulted in the following equation:

Y N(V s/V w ) (X/Rs)0.25

(2.4 + 0.3 Vs/Vw) 0O°

Where:
N = 1.15 for one exhaust pipe
N = 0.86 for more than one exhaust pipe

2.2.1.2 Plume Teerature - Equation 2.2 was derived during
the design of the Sea Control Ship. This equation is plotted
on Figure 2-12 along with the GLAMORGAN and LM2500 [14] full
scale test data and Charwat's model test data. To use equa-
tion 2.2 it is necessary to know the plume length.

Tm - T = (V/V). 2 5  [2.2]

In many instances it is sufficient to plot the trajectory
(using equation 2.1 [1]) and then measure the plume length
with an approriate graphical method. When a graphical solu-
tion is not appropriate equation 2.3 can be employed to de-.
termine S analytically. This equation is a direct applica-
tion of Simpson's rule to the integral:
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s= (D s) [1 + 4(1 + .6906K) 0 '5 + (1 + 7.29K) °'-] [2.3]

where

K = [2.4 +0.3 V/Vw)0- O*5 4(- .K = 0.914 (Vs/V w )  (D)

2.2.1.3 Plume Radius - Equation 2.4 presents the radius,
r , of the plume as a function of plume centerline
height. The equation was reported by Weil [6] who had
based his theoretical work on Hoult, Fay and Forney [13].

r= Rs + [2 (.15 + 1.2/(Vs/Vw)) - 1/(2Fr 2 )]y 12.4]

where

Fr = Vs/[gRs/((T s - To)/T )]0-I, T. in 0R

Equation 2.5 (as reported by Stoner [15] can be used to
predict the temperature within the plume, T, at a given
radius, r, given the maximum radius from equation 2.4 and
the temperature at the plume centerline 2.2.

T' - [o-o r •5 [2.5]m O- rT

2.2.2 Sources of Information - The following Tables (2-1)
Contain a summary of the essential sources of plume behavior
theory upon which this text is based.
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2.3 Model Testing

2.3.1 Introduction

This chapter is included to aid the designer in
choosing the proper technique and scope of smoke plume re-
lated model testing. Model testing to determine the charac-
teristics of the stack gas flow has been employed for the
last five decades.

Nolan's paper of 1946 (1] was one of the earliest
to address the function of the smoke plume model test. He
utilized two different types of model tests that are still
in use today. The first of these tests was conducted with
a ship model complete from the waterline up. This model
was mounted on a flat turntable to simulate the ground plane
and placed in a wind tunnel so that the yaw angle could be
adjusted to any desired figure. The waterline model was
used in two different investigations. The first was a de-
termination of the height of the turbulent zone. For this
test the ship stack need not be included since it has only
a local effect on flow. The second purpose of the waterline
model is to investigate stack performance. For this test
gases are emitted from the stack at several yaw angles and
velocity ratios.

Nolan conducted a second test series to investigate
the downwash behind the stack. In these tests several stack
shapes were mounted on a flat turntable. Simulated stack
gas was emitted and each stack was rotated to examine down-
wash at different yaw angles. This arrangement allowed com-
parative studies of the stacks at higher Reynold's numbers
than the ship model tests, and in a laminar cross flow.

Since Nolan's original work in a wind tunnel at Newport
News, many tests have been conducted world wide in wind tun-
nels and water channels. These tests have shown modeling to
be an invaluable tool in stack design which, considering the
state of mathematical prediction techniques for plume beha-
vior, is often necessary for a complete and thorough design
effort. The following outline is a condensation of stack
model testing information. The information contained herein
will aid the designer in using model testing.

2.3.2 Fluid Flow in Test Channel - Both wind and water chan-
nels have been used in stack plume model tests. They suffer
the comon drawback of a zero velocity gradient with eleva-
tion change. Natural winds exhibit a velocity gradient.
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Wind velocity increases to a constant value, V , several
hundred feet, Z , above sea level. The velocity gradient
follows this fog:

V/VR = (Z/ZR)I/ (x Z 7, x = f (temperature)) [2.6]

Large ships are largely within this gradient and
experience a variation in the direction of the relative
wind because of the change in the magnitude of true wind
velocity. However, because of the difficulty of generating
a stable meterological wind profile in a tunnel, even uni-
directional gradients are rarely examined.

Sea roughness also affects the wind profile. The
usual modeling procedure is to mount the model on a smooth
board, with no consideration for sea roughness (Thornton
[2]).

Early model tests (Nolan [1] and Acker [2]) were
usually conducted in wind tunnels; sometimes with heated
plumes. More recently, tests for naval vessels have been
conducted with inverted models mounted on the roofs of water
channels. In these tests a denser fluid is injected to
model buoyancy of the smoke plume. Water tunnels have the
advantage of offering higher Reynolds number than wind tun-
nels for the same tunnel flow speed and model size. Gener-
ally the plume in a water tunnel can be made visible more
easily that in a wind tunnel and photographed with greater
facility.

2.3.3 Model Scaling Factors

2.3.3.1 Effect of Reynold's Number - Model testing can only
be applied to design when the scale effect is understood
and can therefore be accounted for properly. Geometric
similarity does not imply flow similarity for model and
ship. Por low floc velocities (i.e., the range covered by
stack flow model testing) similarily of flow patterns for
ship and model. would be assured if the ship length Reynold's
number, Re, is maintained

where
- w Lship

w

However, model size usually falls between 1/40 and 1/100 ship
size and testing tunnel velocities are limited so that both
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for air and for water the model length Reynold's number is
much smaller than the ship length Reynold's number. This
difference in Reynold's number has been investigated in
various model tests and shown to have little, if any effect
on ship models. Ower and Third [4] conducted three full
scale tests to compare the heights of the turbulent zone
of models and full scale ships. They found no appreciable
difference even for a ship with a well rounded superstruc-
ture.

The effect of Reynold's number on the stack itself
must be considered separately from the ship Reynold's num-
ber. It is the normal design practice to extend the stack
above the turbulent zone. In this case the stack individually
encounters a cross flow and the downwash behind the stack
is the critical factor. When individual stacks are tested
over a range of Reynold's number, a critical value of stack
Reynold's number is encountered. Stack Reynold's number is,

V D
Re = w s 12.8]

S w

Below this value the drag is higher and consequently the
flow pattern is larger at values slightly above the criti-
cal Res . One would expect that the downwash behind the stack
would be greatly affected by the stack Reynold's number.
However, Ower and Third [4-5] have experimentally demonstrated
that downwash behind the stack does not change as the stack
Reynold's number traverses the critical range. These
authors attributed the change in drag at critical stack
Reynold's number to a reduction in the thickness of the tur-
bulent region but saw no reduction in the extent of down-
wash along the stack casing axis.

A third very important scaling factor can be assessed
through use of the local flow Reynold's number; which is

Vw- [2.9]

This Reynold's number is critical in determining the transi-
tion from laminar to turbulent flow in the plume. Above
the critical ROL , the plume size greatly increases because
fully turbulent flow has developed within it. Below the cri-
tical ReL , the turbulence within the plum does not fully
develop and the plume is no longer geometrically similar to
the full scale plume. Weil [6) has determined that the cri-
tical Reynold's number (Rec) is approximately 10'. One should
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note the implication of Re that the model gas flow adjacent
to the stack is not modeles properly until the distance down-
stream, x, is large enough to raise Rec above critical.
Therefore, if the V5 is low enough the model plume will be
too small for a significant distance downstream.

2.3.3.2 Plume Density - The plume from a ship is a mass of
heated gas that is buoyant and this buoyancy will affect the
plume trajectory. Buoyant forces become increasingly impor-
tant at higher velocity ratios. Normally, the higher velo-
city ratios are not critical for stack performance because
the plume tends to travel straight up and presents the least
interference problem with other ship systems. The exclusion
of temperature effects results in model tests that are conser-
vative. It should be noted that the theoretical plume tra-
jectory presented in this manual does not include a term for
plume density since it is assumed that plume behavior near the
stack, for reasonably low velocity ratios, is a function of
stack gas and cross flow momentum and not stack gas buovancv.
In most literature plume density modeling is not recommended.
However, the use of the following relationship will allow plume
buoyancy scaling in a water channel if it is believed impor-
tant to do so. For plume gases and air, density is proportional
to temperature, hence, given the temperature of the exhaust
gas at the stack and the cross flow temperature, it is possible
to determine the density of the buoyant plume.

[ P -1. shT T_ .1 ship T - model

S p. lmodel [2.10]

Air test exclude the use of heated air in the model because
the above temperature relationsaip would require extremely
high model gas temperatures which are not practical. Hence
plume density modeling is limited to a water channel where
the density of the plume can be controlled more easily.

2.3.4 Necessary Conditions for Plume Model Scaling

The following four conditions must be satisfied simul-
taneously to assure the similarity of the model plume with the
full-scale plume.

0 Geometric similarity of model to ship - However,
details such as rigging often are omitted since
their effects are not significant.
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0 Relative wind direction - When the relative wind
yaw angle of the ship model and the full scale
ship are equivalent then the flow patterns will
also be equivalent regardless of the magnitude
of the relative wind. Usually individual stack
performance gets increasingly worse with in-
creasing yaw. A stack on a ship performs poorly
from about 150 to 600 of yaw but performance im-
proves from 600 to 90°. This is due to the ver-
tical component of flow past the stack as the
relative wind approaches the beam. The designer
must remember the vertical component of flow past
the stack changes with yaw and this affects down-
wash [3].

o The velocity ratio - When the velocity ratio of
model and full scale vessel are equivalent then
the momentum of vertical stack gases and the cross
flow momentum will produce similar plume trajec-
tories (see Section 2.3.3.2 on the plume density).

o The model local flow Reynold's number, which is
Vs X

ReL = w must exceed i0 or plume diameter

will not expand fully.

2.3.5 Effect of Tunnel Walls

Weil [6) has shown with model tests that the walls
of the flow channel do not affect plume rise until the plume
diameter is equal to the separation from the wall.

2.3.6 Methods of Making the Plume Visible and Determining
the Height of the Turbulent Zone Models

2.3.6.1 Plume Visualization - The plume is usually colored
by a dark dye or, in the case of a wind tunnel, smoke is
ejected into the stack. Photographic techniques are very
useful in assessing model performance, including short dura-
tion stills (with strobic illumination), longer duration
stills (1/8 second to several seconds) and motion picture
photography. Photography provides a permanent storage of
data. However, many lighting techniques tend to overempha-
size wisps of smoke so that notes should be included with
photographs.
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2.3.6.2 Boundary Layer Determination - The extent of the
boundary layer can be determined from a ship waterline
model by three methods. All of the methods make the
gradual transition from laminar flow above the boundary
layer to fully turbulent flow within the turbulent zone
evident.

o Shadowgraph method - A trail of hot air from
a fine wire probe is made visible by special
lighting conditions. Outside the turbulent
zone the trail is long and steady. When the
probe enters the turbulent zone the trail
behind the probe shortens and becomes un-
steady. The probe is moved vertically and
translated along the ship to map the entire
turbulent region.

o Tufts - This method is similar to the shadow-
graph but employs tufts on a proble to deter-
mine the flow characteristics.

o H2S Method - This method can be used in various
ways. It is based on the darkening of white
lead acetate paint by H2S in even minute quan-
tities. Therefore, a probe painted with white
lead acetate paint will become blackened when
it enters a turbulent zone containing H2S.The H S does not cross the boundary layer. A
secong method has been employed where the after
part of the model is painted with lead acetate
and a probe ejecting H2S is lowered until it
enters the turbulent zone and darkens the paint.
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2.4 Theory Behind Stack Height Predictions

A technique for determining the minimum stack height
for commercial ships was developed ty Third and Ower [5] in
a paper on funnel design. Their technique is formulated to
give the lowest stack height possible for any given ship by
allowing the plume to mix in the upper transitional part of
the boundary layer. Flow in this region gradually degnerates
from laminar to fully turbulent, decreasing with height, but,
as long as the plume does not enter the fully turbulent re-
gion where a back flow has developed the plume will be carried
free of the ship. To determine the minimum stack height
there are two rules.

0 Rule 1 - The lower boundary of the smoke plume
may be allowed to penetrate the zone of turbu-
lence created by the ship's superstructure to
a vertical depth in accordance with Figure 2-13,
in headwinds and winds up to a maximum of 20 de-
grees yaw.

TABLE 2-2

PLUME INTERPENETRATION

Interpenetration (h) Interpenetration ()Fraction Allowed

above - 0.5 0.35

From -0.5 to -1.5 0.50

Below -1.5 0.70

Expressed analytically, Rule 1 will yield the fol-
lowing equation:

H - ht(l - P) - [2.111

where:

H - stack height above datum of turbulent zone

ht - maximum height of boundary layer above datum

h - stack outlet height above lowest plume boundary

p - interpenetration fraction of Table 2-2
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In their paper Third and Ower realized that thesmoke must be kept from entering intakes at all wind speeds.
Intakes are usually located only a few degrees off the center-
line. The authors assumed that the problem of intake inges-
tion could be adequately solved by designing for a high
velocity ratio at the yaw angles that directed smoke over
the engine intakes. However, for higher yaw angles, Third
and Ower suggested that a lower wind speed of 15 to 20 knots
could be used. In the North Atlantic 15 and 20 knots are an-
nually exceeded 70 and 30 percent of the time, respectively.
On the other hand 30 knots is exceeded annually only 3 per-
cent of the time. The wind speed of 30 knots also falls on
the wind distribution curve where it levels off with respect
to probability while both 15 and 20 knots are in the steepest
region, (Figure 2-14). It is therefore suggested when ap-
plying Rule 1, that a value of 30 knots be used for the maxi-
mum yaw angle and 40 knots be used for the yaw angle that di-
rects the flow over intakes or antennae.

Ship speed and true wind speed must be added vectori-
ally to obtain relative wind speed. This addition is repre-
sented in Figure 2-15 and by equation 2-12. Once the Vw has
been determined, this value can be used to calculate Vs/Vw*
With this ratio and a selected casing type, h' can be ob-
tained from Figure 2-16 or 2-17.

sin [I0 - (8 + arc sin ((sin 8)(VA/VT)))]
Vw = sin e/VT [2.121

where

Vw - relative wind speed,

VT = true wind speed

VA - ship speed, and

8 - angle of relative wind

The value of h' is used to determine the interpenetration
fraction from Table 2-2 and Equation 2.11 is then used to
calculate the stack height, H.
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o Rule 2 - The lower boundary of the smoke plume
must not descend below the funnel casing top by
a distance equivalent to more than twice the
breadth of the casing. When the height of the
funnel is less than this distance, the allow-
able descent of the plume is reduced according-
ly. This rule is applicable to all angles of
yaw up to 30 degrees.

Table III in Reference [51 contains the minimum values of
Vs/Vw to comply with Rule 2 for various stacks.

In most instances Rule 1 and Rule 2 are both applied
and the highest stack height from either becomes the design
height. Both rules are applied only over limited yaw angles
(< 300) because the turbulent zone calculation in Appendix A
has no meaning for large yaw angles. There are special cases
where Rule 1 is not applied at all or where the yaw angle for
which Rule 1 should be applied is limited.

The following discussion (of the maximum yaw angle for
Rule 1) refers to Figure 2-18. Rule 1 should not be applied
when the line ac, which passes through the top of the stack
at 200 from the horizontal, clears the ship aft. If line
ac intersects the deck of the ship in question then the maxi-
mum yaw angle for Rule 1 is determined in the following manner.
The circle with its center point a and radius ab will inter-
sect the deck at d. If the angle e formed by the lines ab
and ad is less than 200 then 0 is the maximum yaw angle for
Rule 1. If 6 exceeds 200 then Rule 1 is applied for 200 of
yaw.

b

fORt AULfI

FIGURE 2-18
MAXIMUM YAW ANGLE FOR RULE 1 [5]
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Superstructure Design in Relation to the Descent of
Funnel Smoke

E. OWER, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., F.R.Ae.S.,* and A. D. THIRD, B.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.C.S.T.J

One of the factors that detmines the necessary height of a funnel casing is the
height of the zone of disturbed air flow due to the superstructure. This paper provides
formuhe and diagrams which enable the height of the zone to be calculated from the
ship's drawings alone, without recourse to experiments.

The data wer obtained from wind tunnel tests with model ships. The methods
used ar described; and an account is given of comparative tests carried out o4 ships
at am, which showed that wind tunnel expriments of this kind accurately reproduce
full-scale conditions. No direct confirmation of the validity of wind tunnel tests to
the aerodynamics of superstructure design had previously been obtained.

Finally, consideration is given to the problem of smuts, which is essentially
different from that of smoke. It is shown that it should be possible to prevent smuts
from being ejected from the funne by introducing, somewhere in the exhaust ducting
betwee the boiler and the outlet of the uptake, a vertical length of elarged section
and about 12 high in which the gas velocity will be reduced to shout 10ft. per sec.

nrmoDucows Part I of the paper is intended to supply the designer with
G al information of type (a) in the form of diagrams and

The factos responsible for the descent of funnel smoke formuhe from which he can calculate the height of the
an to the decks and superstructures of ships were discussed turbulence boundary above the superstructure. Work on
in an erlier paper4 ). It was there shown that the movement problems of type (b) is still in progress. Two earlier American
of air ov r the bows and superstucture due to a combination mearchesm s) have dolt with both these aspects, but the
of ship speed and wind speed sets up a region of disturbed results wee not sufficiently systematic or comprehensive for
Bow ov r the ship. The height of this disturbed region, which the purxoe stated in the pre ding paragraph.
hs cme o be called the turbulen4 zone, depends nainly on
the shape and min of the sumeructure; mad the suz from puf-SC& Wark
the funnel must he carried lear of the turbulent zone if the Te results given in Pt I were obtained entirely from
ship is to be free from snoke trouble. Two main factors tests of models in a wind tunnel. Experiments of this kind
determine whether this condition will be fulfilled, namely the we much easier to conduct and less costly than tests on actual
height of the upper boundary of the turbulent zone.-the ships; and the method has been widely used by Nolanr i) and
turbulence boundary-and the design of the funnel, including Aoker s , and for numeros ad ho investigations on the smoke
the speed at which the smoke is emitted. problm ,teding ove many years. The disparity in scale

Seep.of Ruwch and speed between model and full-scale conditions, however,
A gemal rPearch is being carried out for the British i so mt that doubts have sometimes been expressed about

Shipbuilding Research Association to investigate both these the applicability of the model results to actual ships. Hitherto
factors. Its ultimme object is to eable the naval architect to it has been posile to counter these doubts only by the state-
predict, fom an inspection of the ship's drawings alone, and inet that ships modified or designed on the basis of the results
without necourse to xperiments, either model or full-scale, oetrs in the wind tunnel have usully been found
whether a poctddesign of ship is likly to befi fromtule frei service; no direct quantitative
Moke trOW-. To do this, he will rMre data from which between the air Sow pattern over a full-scale ship and its

he can estimate (a) the probable height of the turbulence model had been made.
boundary, and (b) how much his particular type of funnel It was thought desirable, therefore, to include a oparion
should proiet above the boundary to ensure that, with the of this kind in the prset research; and tests were accordingly
des $pud he ca allow, the moke shall not be dean down made on three ships and tha models for this purposL The4too the turbulent zone. work Is described in Part II of the paper.

Diect, British Thermut Co., Ltd.
D fcor of rda of Thermnmtn, Ltd. Smld

I pedzI for an epiassion of the mieaning of "numb ac" To avoid misundertanding It should be mue here that,
IW lai Peestam aL although the dat given in Par I will e of astnc to the
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naval architect in respect of the smoke problem, they will not ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
enable him to prevent smuts or soot from falling on to the The whole of the research was undertaken for the British
ship, or even to reduce troubles due to this cause. Smoke Shipbuilding Research Association, and the authors wish to
and smuts present two entirely different problems, although thank the Director of Research and the Council of the Associa-
they are often confused. Smoke consists of very fine solid tion for permission to publish Jsis account of it. Thanks are
particles which in still sir would eventually fall on to the also due to the British Transport Commission for making
deck, but so slowly that they can be regarded as virtually in available a cross-channel ship (ship A) on which the pioneer
suspension. Smuts are much heavier than smoke particles work in developing the full-scale technique was carried out,
and, if they are epected from the funnel at all, they will fall and for most valuable co-operation in these and subsequent
to deck level much more quickly. If by then the ship has not tests; to Thos. and Jno. Brocklebank, Ltd., and to the Port
travelled far enough, or the relative wind is not strong enough, Line, Ltd., for making available ships (B and C) for further
to carry them clear, they will fall on to the deck. A possible full-scale work; and to the Ministry of Supply and the
method, which was suggested by a shipowner, of preventing the Chemical Defence Experimental Establishment for developing
ejection of smuts is diwnsaed in Part III. and providing special smoke generators for the full-scale work.

F ART I-DETERmINATION OF THE TURBULENCE BOUNDARY ON MODELS
Oiw TYPICAL SuPaTSmucTuREs

1. 1. E!PottimDfS stained black when exposed to even small traces of hydrogen
All the model work was done at an air speed of l2fL per sulphide gas, HS.

sec. in 2be wind tunnel of Thermotank, Ltd., which has a
rectangular working section 3ft (vertical) by 4ft., in which 1. 1. 2. Range of Tests
the Sow is horizontal. After a satisfactory method of test The chemical reaction or H,S method was used to trace
had been established it was used to determine the height of the the turbulence boundaries over a series of blocks representing
turbulent zone above each of a series of models ranging from typical shapes of superstructure. The main cause of the
simple rectangular blocks to shapes representative of different formation of the turbulent zone is the frontal obstruction to
types of superstructures. The hull on which these blocks were the flow presented by the superstructure, which, in its simplest
mounted was a model to a scale of 1/64 of the above-water form, is a rectangular, sharp edged structure with its forward

../ , ~~~ ~~, ,, ............
-- - - - - -- ----- ----------- 

= =7/n.e~n~ I.~ ~dhA p ~M v

iso. I

hull of the cross-channel ship A (see Fig. I), which was face rising vertically from the deck. A simple, rectangular
adopted as the standard ship for this research because it was block was therefore taken as the basic form of superstructure;
the one made available for the first of the model-full-•cale and, first of all, the relation between the height of the
comprisom mentioned above and described in Part II. turbulence boundary and changes in length and height of the

block were determined. The third variable, i.e. breadth, was
1. 1. Z. Methods of Teat taken into asount by expressing all dimensions, including the

The method used in most previous investigations of this height of the turbulence boundary, in terms of the breadth
kind has been to introduce smoke somewhere within the which, for convenience, was kept constant. Then the effects
turbulent zone or upstream of it, and to attempt to d.fine the of various modifications were examined, namely rounding of
limits of the zone by visual observation or by photography of the forward face in plan and in elevation, both separately and
the subseluent behaviour of the smoke. It was found impoassible together, sloping and stepped-beck fronts, and additions repre-
to obtsin comismt results by this method, and Other methods venting bridges and wheelhouses of different forms.
w therefore sought; two of these are described in Appendix In all these tests, the appropriate bocks were substituted
2. In the first, Wails of hot air behind fine, electrically hated for the whole of the superstructure of the model above the
wire suipported in the air 1~ are made visible by appro- flat deck denoted by A-A in Fig. 1.
priam illumination, and their appearance indicates whether or
not the wius from which the. spring a situated in smooth 1. 1. 3. Resdts
ar turbule Bow. This method will be referred to as the All tfe tests carried out with the blocks n the model
"abdowpaph" method. The smcond method, called the hull am recorded in Table I, which shows the various
'"gmical usactloe" method, proved more omenet; it makes €ombinations and modifications tested, together with the
-of do proprt whreby whit bed acetate p-int ispidly moadmum height A of the turbulence boundary observed in
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Tet number a j C h I5upescture form
No forecastle or

76 I 0-4 1.8 0-42 i bulwarks

0"12 forecastle T w 7771 0'4 I "8 0-35 ndbulwarks r 7,

0-4 forecastle ,719 0-4 !'18 0.29 1 and bulwarks -

790.4 !.8 0.27/ 0.4 sheer 0 ree 77 1ACA ?PAS,. O'

0.4 sheer, with
so 0"4 !"8 0"21 well-rounded bow

0-4 !. 0-37 e2--2 A

82 0-4 1.8 0-29 e2-0-4

83 0-4 1.8 0-42 C-0

34 04 i-8 0-37 c2-17

I04 029 e2-1-2 (0
860.4 .8 0.22 C2 - 0-8

87/ 0.4 1.8 0 -22 e2-0.4

8 0-4 1"8 0.30 C-0

39 0-4 0-4 0-32 j
90 0-4 1 8 0.25 Rectangular block

91 06 1. 0-18
92 0-2 14 0.39

93 0-4 1.8i- 0.13 r2-0-2

94 0.8 1-3 0.11

95 04 1.8 ' 0-29 r,-1.0 2V yew

96 0-4 i1.8 0-22 j rj-0S

30 ap front
97 0-4 I18 0-21 r-0725

0-4 1.8 0-29 72

Dadsihom a for
99 0-4 1.8 0-30 Tat 68

to0- I 0 o-e
01 0-6 I 0 0-74 0Vanlal PhI.

102 0.8 0 0-76

203 0.8 1 .8 o0.45 apf t }.o t
06 0.8 .8 040 Sopfrnt r-0-725 4

0-4 06 0.38 Sup front, r,-0-72S

1 07 01.1 0-231u rn

200 1. 0"21 Sup tt, r-0-725

0 IMus hm w r pe .p htle

u1.
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seh am The dimensions d6 b and c (ans Amr sketch in Table ones; and in Tests 63 and 69, and 70 and 71, where a set-back
1) denote repectively the height, breadth and length of the deckhouse of given length products a lower boundary when
block, all expressd in term of the breadth b. which was the it is farther back than when it is Well forward.
same for all of the and equal to the beam of the hull (l1im. on These results suggest that, if the disturbance produced by
the wind tunnel model). Thus, for all the tsts, b - 1. It the superstructure is not too great, as with a low superstructure
should be nouid that h in the tables is measured above the or one with a well rounded or stepped front, conditions can be
uppermiost block surfacit, ize. above the deckhouse top in greatly improved by arranging for there to be no space close
those models where there was a deckhouse on the superstructure behind the disturbing edge in which large eddies can form.
(Tests 63 to 71). One way of ensuring this is to have a sufficiently long super-

For each combinastion teted, a complete plot of the turbu- structure (length at least equal to its beam). But if the
lessor boundary was made, extending ame the full length of initial disturbance is too greas, filling in the space in this
the ship aft of the forward face of the superstructure block, way produces no improvemnent.
In mos instances, the maximum height h of the turbulence
boundary, which is recorded in the tables, was well forward (d) Effect of Forecastle Deck
of the suerm Typical plots of the observed turbulence boun- An example of the same effect is shown by Tests 31-SI
dernes are givm in Figs. 2 to 6. on the influsence of the forecastle deck, the length of which,

in sucossive tests, was increased until it reached the
1. 1. 4. Discussion o~f Results bridge. One would have expected a gradual fall in the

The results show a number of features; of some interest, height of the turbulent zone with this change, culmninating in
a value the same as for a bridge front of height equal to the

(a) ROsUX"a Fronts differenc in deck evels. Instead, the height of the zone fell
Considerable improvment (lowering of the turbulence to a msinimzum much below this value, when the intervening

boundary) an be obtained by rounding the sharp edoe well deck length was about 0O5 (Fig. 8). The same trend was
of the aUstUcsMe particularly in elevation (Figs. 2 and 3) observed both with square and rounded bridge fronts.

een whe the radius is only one-eighth of the superstructume
height CTest 37). The efect of rounding in plan (Fig. 4)
is also appreciable, provided that the whole front is rounded
(compare Test 11, 18, 23 and 26) and not only the sharp,
vertical edges (Tests 11, 14 and 17).

(b) Slopig or Stepped-back Preuss4-
Sloping or stpe-back frosts produce an appreciable

.mrvmnt if the angle of slope or step-backO is Iess than ---
60 depemn to the horiastuel (Team 42-56).

File. 5 and 6 show the turbulence boundaries obtained at
dopes ad 6 deares; anid 30 degrs respectivey. The
aparnty anomalous behaviour of the boundary for Test 51,
in which the length Of the suprtucture was very short, is an
esempe of do afect icse in the ums paragraph.

(e) 
- -d 

Z~ fSprsttr one t
mprTh tue is haos i she. bi.b h uruec

wdoped or supped-back tends to be lost Uf the lengxth ofj
boundary the rime am* unti it is as high s, or ee
-r~r th an, 1ft with dus frp edwCd vticalrOnt (M,

32,33 M634)L Mi offm b aso m n t mda for
CPr u m (Fg 7), pdedlsy ik lour No. I-4We of lwshkftfricisie dck on height of

_ _ _ _* ams

The alnasion of this unsupecssd dect is that, a with
Sshort supersttue followed by a suap-down, so with t*

____ abort foemtle deck followed by the well dock, the disturbance
produced in she air Sow is grast than with a loge struc-
sine Thus it happens that, over a ra@ of lengths of fore-
castle deck, the turbsulence bounsdary due to the air meting thes

_____ foatlde itself is higher than it is when the Frecatl deck
is longer and the well deck orpedgyshtr.The

.Two, blw rnbulence boundary my pass right ove the vsper-
structure, but in any cms will reduce the dectie height It

prset I* the full air srm; ad an, for oain -obutos
- se trbuenc bonday above the uwsructre will be lowser

dam whens there Is no wall deck

(0) Mio~wdevu rts
A mur of mdesomus addition (raft 57-75) is to

is ; bakcks dwere sem diled ueseete daof'spd Wn
mad of sisperstrws IoM of Ian Width. hm additImn

VAL 7-Pine .1 Is IV PO A pwWMO h h fsersi ulsb a - tp-iC 61)
*Tko d*m Ja Tomn 42-SE si .W M14 b k I dsew how Table 1) - - - - wall ftrad brd= front ad

dw mod dip 0Is ida. pus a nellbl dact,ni ( Tow 23 ad 76)
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(t) Eect of YaW (I) When e, is les than 1.25
A few tests we done at an angle of yaw of 20 degrees a-a,

(Tests 89-99) and also at 10 deres. Them showed that in (i) When C, is reater than 1"25
general the maximum heights of the turbulent zone were no a. -
greater than they were in a head wind, mcept for the lowest
superstructures which would not, in any cae, be likely to t theh forcat is sheered, a. should be taken as
cause smaoe trouble, the average height of the forcsl dock.

Applying this rule to calculate the effect of the maggersted

1. 2. uaIATio or i nr or oUmD Y oF Tumu.LFr zone sheer eamined in Test 79, in which the deck ra at the
bow to the same level as the superstructure, it is found that

1. 2. 1. Application of Test Results the observed value of h should be the same as that for the
The results obtained from theme tests may be used to superstructure of the same shape but half the height, i.e. Test 22.

predict the hight of the turbulence boundary from the The values of h observed were 0"30 for Test 22 and 0'27
9 OflutM of the supertructure. To simplify the procedure as for Test 79, so that the rule seem satisfactory.
much n poM the data have bee generalized, in sme
css .petaps more than is strictly justif:d. But many (b) Bffect of Deckhouse

= I UIAbe eedd t prvid deignruls fee rom The aemt with deckhouses of various widths and Bush with
abe nedt. e to pove design rulht fre rd the bridge front (Tests 62 and 65-67) indicate that the struc-this admittd ault. And it can be maid that, as re.gards the-berp m wihsfcm mayytknga

morn important effects, the rules have been framed by using tur can be r with suffict accuracy by taking an

some of the data only, and have been tested by using thn eective height
to predict some of the other obrvd results. This Will be d-a+&,

made lear in the following noses, and it will be amen tat Where a is the height of the deckhouse above the superstructure
the aiernent is usually close enough for practical of full width, and then finding the zone height A from the

curves for a full-width superstructure of height a' and a
1. 2. 2. Detrmintion of Effective Deck Height similar form in other respects. It is importan to note that
(a) 11 ct of PFrwcaald, Blwrk and Shear the datum from which h ts measured when using this formula

The Am stap in estmating the woe height from the a the top of this imagiary superstructure of beight a'.
drawings of a ip is to determine the level ovke which When the whelhouse is set bad at an angle less than
he height a oc the superstructure is to be measured. If the 60 deees to the horizontal, it becme eveloped within the

is no dier of the dock forward of the aipasructre and no turbulent xone, and so eses to infuence the zone height
forecastle deck a is measurd above deck kvel; but if tha appeciably.
i shier or a forecastle, a must be mesue from some level Various forms of superstructur fronts with and without
Above deck kve since the superstructun front i then partly bridge wings were tested (Tests 72-75). The results ahow

sielded. that the ective height a' of the superstructure for such cases
A cmparison between the =sts of some Peliminary can be obtained sufficiently accurately by taking a as the height

Us with th blocks an the tsm and those an the up to which the superstc re is of full width b (nelecting
modd hull sowed that the fArm cf the bows thbmldves any wing projections beyond this width), and then applying
hAd Bube affct on the height ad the tibulence budrthe formula
thi was cosirmed by Tat 0 wih bd - a + aAb
bh nm rounded to a radius o &S b. Ity, th previously quoed to allow for portion of le than full width
bm that the meslt obmined for dWem m d shove th

shis, bulwarks, oms-de asid km of .lA deck (Tem 76-
3U) with the hull tarm slecaed fmskh- wl be 2 . DtmDrnwifation of htde his. Thre ctib Th Preceding section shows how the dective height

OWmOtaer 111di11.mJ OEM. 0( Of"ld" maperructure is obtained when the ral height has toOwl be i m, ldy~ nowd.

The duM fct length of fevcu e md wal d c be be aeuctd for fronts not of constant width (bridles, dock-
s from g f ga but sC mWU kdlse that a simple boes, ac.), and the lnd above which it should be masued

w aki f , my to apply, WINl give anl s c allow fm the of fomm se and sheer. Frequently

of ohm. Vf it is' usomsd the dw dsdh o a d
or forecastle dkra -c ba s mof mudma

a as e .a dk levd (or PL0. ) 9(b)),
h c be asculasd fmen the falloAh femamd-:- 1 :z z

Par fesnle .

....-------

Fla.u 10(a

;;n. e (b) (AD di.es -f ii l i ul o e0)

1



Superstructure Design in Relation to the Descent of Funnel Smoke

these corrctions will not be necessary, and d' can be taken 00o
as the height of the supertructure itself measured from deck
level. The value of h can now be calculated; it will depend
mainy on five variables: rounding in plan, rounding in
elevation, anxle of slope or step-back, length of superstructure,
and intermediate step-down (see sketches for Tosts 57-62 and
64).

The basic condition is taken as a flat, vertical fronted
Superstructure, rounded neither in plan nor elevation (Tests
1-13). The height h of the turbulent zone measured above
the top surface of this superstructure varies with the height a
and also with the ength c of the superstructure. But as c
ncrase and becomes greater than about 1-5, h tends to

beoe - constant (Fig. 7). The basic condition in these tests- _ __

is therefore taken to be a fiat fronted superstructure of the
greatest length tested in this series, namely c -I1-$. The
values of h for this basic superstructure are shown in Fig. 10.0
The procedure is' now to correct this basic h, as necssary,
for each of the five variables metioned in the preceding pars-1
grapk

(1) Effect of Rounding in Plan (Tast 14-26)
Since an edge radius has little effect, only roundinga

extending over the full front is considered. Each value of h
observed in die relevant tests (Nos. 14-26) hat been divided FIG. 12-FProunded in elration
by the corresponding value of h (Nos. 10-13) for the sharp
edged superstructure of the same* heighit to give a factor P,. different values of c. Thus, applying the above procedure to
Thus for Test 24, for example, the conditions for Tests 20 and 21, in which c -0-4 and 1-0

fin= 43 = 6 epectively, calculated values are obtained for h of 0-45 and
0-665 0-35 as against observed values of 0-49 and 0-40. This agre-

Fig. I I has been derived from the data in this way; it meat is well within practical requirements.
shows the values of f.,j for different superstuctue heights and()EfetoRonignEevio(ess7-)
for various values of i/,, where r, is the radius of therone (2EfctfRudignElvin Tss7-8
front It can be used to estimat the height of the turluec For any generalizaton of this efect to be possible it
ane for any height of superstructure, by interpolation if appears reasonable to aSum that the ratio of the radius of
necessary, and for any degree of rundng im- plan wihi a rounding to the superstructure height (r,/a), rather than the

thtwill cover most existing ships. radius re alone, is the governing factor. On this assumption,
Thus, for a Superstructure of height 0-35, for exape, Fig. 12 has been derived from the results, showing the factor

and length 1-, withbafront curved in plan toa rais 0 4 , by whichthe value of for a atfronted superstructure
I must be multiplied to calculate h for the corresponding super-

times the beam, it, -. 1-25, and from Fig. 11 the structure rounded in elevation. This curve, which was derived
vabue Of fla is 0-68. From Fig. 10, h for th orsodn for a superstructure length of c of 1 8. cannot be used for short
1s fronted sup itructur is 0-55. superstructures because of the effec already noted in

H ofrt e uded sup 11.ur Z . 4(d). The edect of length for superstructurta rounded
Hece fr h k-O60."03 indevetiotisdiscused in1l. 2. ().

Alhough Fig, 11 has been derived for a superstructure (3) Combined Effect of Rounding in Plan and Blaios (Tests
hergib c of 118, ki an probabl be sed, within reason, for 39-.41)

________Pr a superstructure of reasonable length, rounded both

sip

- ~ ~ ~ 4 do is - -- ---- -
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in plan (r,) and elevation (r,), the value of h can be obtained for rounding in elevation should be made only for fronts
by multiplying the basic h in turn by factors f,, and f,. sloping at more than 60 degrees to the horizontal.
obtained from Figs. 11 and 12. (5) Effect of Superstructure Length

(4) Stopped-back or Sloping Superstructure (Tests 42-56) Fig. 14, which has been derived from the results of Tests
The results show that h for a sloping-back front does not 1, 3, 7, 11, 27, 30, 32, 33, 34 and 37, shows values of a length

differ much from that for a stepped-back front of the same factor f, for superstructures of various lengths c and degrees
angle of slope (0), defined as the angle to the horizontal of of rounding r,/a. Only the results for a height a = 0.4
the line joining the extreme edge of the steps in side view. were used in deriving this diagram, but, applying the factors
A factor fe has been derived from the data, wich is applied there given to the conditions of Tests 21 and 29, in which a
in the same way as the factors J,, and f,. to the basic value was 0"8 and 0"2 respectively, calculated values of h of 0"12
of h to obtain the effect of slope. A curve of ft is plotted and 0'07 are obtained as compared with the measured values of
in Fig. 13 on a base of 0. This curve was derived from the 0"15 and 0'14. The agreement is good enough for practical
data for one height of superstructure only, namely a- 04. Purposes.
The supplementary tests afterwards made (103, 104, 106 and It should be noted that the factor , includes the allowance
107) provided data for other superstructure heights, which for rounding in elevation. Therefore, when it is necessary to
were found to be in reasonably good agreement with values use this factor, no separate allowance (factor f,,) should be
of h obtained by multiplying the appropriate basic h by made for rounding in elevation.
factors s obtained from Fig. 13, and also where necessry, (6) Effect of Intermediate Step-down (Tests 57-62)
by f,, obtained fron Fig. 11 iThe results are not sufficiently numerous to define this

effect with certainty, but Fig. 15, which relates to a super-
structure height of 0"4, can be used as a guide. The effect
is significant only for superstructures rounded in eleva-

otin. For such superstructures, and probably also for well-
soped or stepped-back fronts, it is clear that an appreciable

W intermediate step-down will destroy much of the improvement
due to rounding or slope.

Or 1. 2. 4. Application of the Method to Actual Ships
As examples of the application of the method of

oestimating the height of the turbulence boundary, calculations
have been made of the heights of the boundary for the three
ships A, B and C which were used for the full-scale-model
omparisons previously mentioned and described in Part II.

AO For each of these ships, the actual height of the turbulence
boundary was also determined by mtx!_l tests, using the H S

omethod, so that three direct checks of the method have ban
0 o60 obtained. The calculated heights are compared with the

C observed turbulence boundaries for the three ships in Figs. 1,
FIG. 14.-Effet of length of suportructure and radius r, 16(a) and 16(b), and it will be seen that in each case remark-

ably good agreement was obtained. In all three caes the
Tests 42 and 43 show that the effect of rounding sloped difference between estimated and observed height was within 3ft.

or seepped-back fronts in evation is considerably Ins than full scale.
for a vertical from. It is therefore auested that the llomame It should be noted that the method of calculation makes

no allowance for the effect of the funnel on the height of the
turbulence boundary. As shown by the work described in
Part II, this is local and very small. But in order to make a
true compwison between the results of the calculations and the
observations, the funnels were rmnoved from the three ship

0o0 models when the heights of the turbulence boundaries w
being measured in the wind tunnel.

130 The dimesions required for applying the method wer
scaled from drawings of the three ships. Details of the calcula-
ion for Ship A are as follows:-

The breadth of the superstructure, which increased slightly
for some distance aft, is taken as the breadth at the front
face. The various dimensions, in terms of the symbols shown
in Fig. 17, me as follows:-

iU. 1S-.Tppicd £wv for hstmsadiat se da. Pr. 17

110
i0iii~ll~ll l lm rl . li
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a - height of superstructure of full width -O'14. becmuse of 'variations of height, but it is at jeast 1 8;
A-0-103, 1 1'0 from Fig. 14.

a6 - 0-14,
b- 0-43, (6) Determination of h
4-0.7 h - mkx f., x to x

In the same motion From Fig. 10 it is found that for a' -0,44,
b - 1-0 h&.j 0-6

Hence h 0'6 xC 0-8 xC 092 xC 1-0
(1) ateiniatin oftheEffct Heght ' o th Suer-- 0'44

(I) D trinenothEfeteHehtaofheSpr This is measured from the top of the imaginary super-
i)Allowas= for forecastle and sbe. structure of height d'. This imaginiary superstructure is lower

Sinc cais lss han -25than the actual superstructure (which is assumed to crtend to
Seo M1 is -es tha14 the wheelhouse top) by the amount a, - aAb, ie. 0-06.

(h) Allowance for wheelhouse, which is Blush with~ Hence h measured above wheelhouse top
front of Suprtucre 0'44 -0-06

a' -- 40 + alb, -0.38

-5'4- 0-14+O0-103 x 043 This height is shown by the dotted line in Fig. 1 in
-0,4 comparison with the HS line.

(2) Affowance for' Rouding. in Plan 1. 3. CONCLUSIONS TO BE DRAWN FROM PART I
r. (in~ue on drawing) -1-1, A method has been developed for estimating, from

iA Ir, - 0'9 fromFwing1s of the ship, the height of the turbulence boundary.
and n -0-8 romFig.I IThe method is based an the use of simple formula and

(3) bsene fr Rondin ~,diagrams; and comparisons with observations on three different
(3 Nfone.frRsnigi lvto ships have shown that it enables accurate predictions to be

Nom iade of the height of the turbulence boundary.
(4) Aflonce for Stepped-back Prone Th height of the boundary can be considerably reduced

The angle 0 measured from the drawing Is abot 60 by sutble ronigof the edges of the Superstructure, par-
.aticularty ineeaio

. 092 from ftg 13.. Superstructures of length less than their brathgve rise
tohigher turbulence boundaries than longer superstructures,

(5) Al~onrnce for Zengh of Superstructure an the beffia ect of rounding the edges is lost if the
The length of the Superstructure is somewhat uncertain superstructure is too short.

PART 11-CoumPAIN Bi'rm MoDm AmD FuLL-SCALE OUSEvATIoN OF THE

Hirr oF Tm TunuumEc BouNDARY

The rasons for making full-ecale chocks of the wind 2. 1. MIslIon or zusimiNT
hussi ssufta have asnsdy been ~ d in the introduction Iiiale aftepts to use stremers were not entirely atisfac-

to e sp'.Theeships m for the pu1 rp; the sory, and, with the help of the Chemiical Defence Experimental
: =uenebounar for each was traed by the ILS -salsmn (CMDELE), Ministry of Supply, a successful
metod on a msodel in the wind tunnel, and, the heights of Muthod depending on the use of manwas devised. A smaill

~ auula bunals -~ hpsthasewao mobn geeao which emits a pet of dens orange smake for
41 at M at two M ont r%*Tms ad 2 and at abu duv miue wa developed by QD.E.E, and prove

~~hst for Shi~~p "a h~ of h hii angWuK as y sedisactor. For observations on the ship at sa, a
M trvAlsl for AMr ~te bevtos wnber, usuelly six, of ths sems psaae fou or fie

- ~ dmiuse od ii ii~hd~~did no1tah 0525 fon art aat, were find on a cable which was Suspended from
10 comp e; by tisr mtbtyfor carrying the eqi-aar attached to the meat on Ship A, and from an overhead
meaem d ql~m en at of~ adeqase ac teched bte n the maxtheeds on Ship 3 and the
kdg. Ship A, as which the schnique was dgeveloped, was Single mst and two kingpoats; on Ship C. Two vertical lins
a cro..chianml sip and n Such wa admirabl masife to th of Vvrators wene used on Ships A and B and one on Ship C

lmrp@L Abouh, nb sow blow themode an ful, Zcb1 eneatorco iofthe nyigntech, i in an ordnar ti ca
embmue n tb hi nad dlosey, it wa thouh deab"e C-.E' enlsd wiha"giei n; 7
6 eny ou a s cd ak o another ship, Sh8 , for whih f about 2in. diameter and 4in. height. The igniver. were

equfly -o pssinn- was found. eetial cue rma6vl r ew
Both ti heps , ho bwee, had mor or les bsclloil acusharorp-yMds atey

spmiuiuctoreu; and -on hydrody-.-lc aperienor e Before each experiment, the ship was headed into wind-
thetif ateas ay u -m~er ~ ~ he akegenerators, were thn *nitd, and vieWa and

maodel and full-scale flow psi1rn differ it bS more itty to be matahaa aioswemdeftemcetalsrm
found in rminded than in sharp edged ima. A third model- tesix aeaos In the unturbed Blow, these trail per-
fal-es o eIao Wa therefoe masde, this time With a Wootd as coparatvely Steady iota for some e-10ft. down

Mor mOen I _g~ ssd ship (C . pn stream; but the trils frow the Vvsas, in the turbulent Bow

sMiaof amo a ip ws=ktd for veicsmon s I elm ssma y the lower dwheight of the geaor
-( -- A-sen --nh~ Amd _LA_ _K for Since: the Sale pup so this investiption was to camn-

aMsOash d bit so -mnt, b of die tubu- model and the experiresulentss wer dom
hisc boundaory ould so - 0d oly at am point M the Ir am reativowind d.IectIo only, ninny winid aead,
dd nf baum.e this was doe Quiet Io at onth i t sale.
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2. 2. TESTS ON 8MP A at the mainmast experienced some disturbance for 20 or 30 per
2. 2. 1. Results of Tests cent of the time, unsteadiness did not begin to develop to

Typical sts of cinem tograph records at the foremast of any apprec.;le extent above the level of No. 3, and was
Ship A are shown in Figs. 18(s) and 18(b). Since it was predominant at the heights of the two lowest trails. From
not possible to find a position on the ship from which to the observed fact that smoke would be sucked down from
photograph the smoke trails from all the smoke generators the level of about generator No. 4 on the foremast, where the
simultaneously, the upper and lower trails were photographed percentage of U-disturbances was 6, it would seem that the
separately. They can be identified if it is remembered that corresponding position at the mainmast would be about
No. 2, the second from the top, appears in Fig. 18 to be generator No. 3 (20ft. above the foot of the mast) where the
at the level of the upper triangular bracing of the mast. There U-percentage was 8. It should be noted, however, that since
were six generators at heights of 31, 28, 24, 20, 16 and l2ft. the mainmast is much nearer the stern, it does not necessarily
above the foot of the foremast, and six also abreast of the follow that smoke would descend to deck level within the
mainmast at heights of 28, 24, 20, 16, 12 and Sft. length of the ship aft of the mast.

The two highest trails at the foremast showed that the
flow at 31ft. and 2Sft. was steady, and the two lowest that 2. 2. 2. Comparison with Wind Tunnel Results
at 16ft. and l2ft. turbulence was strongly developed, with Fig. 20 shows the heights of the turbulence boundary on
frequent reversals in direction at l2ft. and some at l6ft. There a model of Ship A, determined by the two methods described
was occasional disturbance of the third trail at 24ft. and in Appendix 2. Three shadowgraph boundaries (full lines)

TALE ll-ANALYsts or R comRs

Foremast Mainmast

Trail Percentage of total number in category Percentage of total number in categor3
number Number of Number of

records examined S D U records examined S D U

I 155 100 0 0 551 77 23 0
2 140 94 6 0 625 67 30 33 710 79 21 0 688 51 41' 8

4 710 40 54 6 760 12 47 41
5 560 0 37 63 748 0 21 78
6 361 0 4 % 543 018 82

distinct turbulence at 20ft. (smoke generator No. 4). Subse- are shown in Fig. 20, corresponding to the criteria indicated
quent visual observations with the generators 2, 3 and 4 only in at the left-hand side of the diagram. For practical purposes,
action showed that smoke from No. 4 occasionally drifted it may be said that the second shadowgraph line from the
forward to the bridge. It thus appears that the effective height top reprents the boundary at which appreciable turbulence
of the turbulence boundary at the position of the foremast is begins. Within the zone between this line and the one above it,
at about the level of generator No. 4. the shadows of the hot-air trails are only slightly disturbed at

Some of the results obtained at the mainmast are shown infrequent intervals and not perceptibly shortened. The
in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b), the former for the the upper frequency and degree of disturbance, however, increase some-
gnerators separately, and the latter for the three lower. It what towards the lower boundary of this zone.
was not as easy as for the foremast position to distinguih Except near the forward edge of the bridge, the second
clear cut differences in the behaviour of the three upper trails shadowgraph line agrees well with the upper dotted line,
from one another. Although for most of the time trails 1 and 2 which represents the height at which turbulence begins to
were steady, as in the upper frames of Fig. Ill(a), there were spred downwards, as indicated by the chemical reaction
Me when even No. I became somewhat disturbed, as in the (HS) method. The lower of the two dotted lines- marks th;
three lowest frans. height above which H,S must be introduced if it is to b:

A simple statistical analysis was thefore undorah Of hept clear of the stern of the ship; any HS introduced bela:
the records, dividing the trails into three categoes: S (steady), this line will descend to deck level at the stern (Appendix 2).
D (occasi lly distu d), and U (umtad). For the sake It is clar from the wind tunnel results that the change
of comparison, a similar analysis was made of the records Irom smooth fow to strong t takes place not at
from the foremast. The results are givmi in Table II. * There are two lower" lines in Fig. 20, one for the model with

This analysis shows that, although the two upper trails the funnel and one without.

-- -- -- ------
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Superstructure Design in Relation to the Descent of Funnel Smoke

any sharply defined line, but over a transition zone of acze 2. 3. TIS17S WITH SirS 5 MD C
depth, which is prester aft than forward. The results obtained Figs. 21i(a) and 21(b) show the turbulence boundaries
with the smoke generator show that this is true also for te obtained by the H,S technique on models of Ships BandC"
fu~l-scale ship. together with the ostions of the smoke generators used in the

The positions of the six smoke gnerators are denoted in full-scale tests. t behaviour of the smoke trails is &Ws
Fig. 20by the points S,, S. S- !st each mast. At the noted on the diagrms, and it will beeen that themeis
foremast, turbulence was found to be appreciable on the full spin good agreement between the height of the turbulence
scale at about S., and this comes well within the tranition boundary (model) and that of the smoke generator at which
band as determined on the model by shadowgraph. It also turbule-nce set in on the full-sc. Because of the abee
apres satisfactorily with the H,S results: as already mem- of a mainmast, it was not possible on Ship C to straddle the
tioned, smoke from generator S., 201 t. above the foot of the turbulence boundary with the smoke generators, which were all
mast, could be just detected by smell on the bridge forward below the boundary.
of the mast; and comparative experiments in the wind tunnel
with the KS technique showed that the smoke would b: carried 2. 4. OOw.ussoNs uAswm From PART i1
forward to the bridge when emitted from a point at the foremast The type of flow over a ship model as determined in a
of the model corresponding to a full-scale height of iSft. wind tunnel agrees well with that existing on the ship itself
above the mast foot It will also beseen from Figs. 18 and 20 in regard to the wide transition zone over which the flow
that the full-scale results agree well with the model shadow- changes f romi smooth to turbulent, to the heights of the
graph results in showing that at the foremast there was prac- boundaries of this zone above the ship, and to the limiting
tically no turbulence at S, and S,, that S. was occasionally dis- height above which smoke must he emitted if it is to clear the
turbed, and that turbulence was pronounced at S. and S.. decks. The results of such wind tunnel experiments can there-

This agreement between model and MIl-scale a equally fore be applied directly to the design of funnels and super-
good for the results at the mainmast, structures.

PARiT III-PEveNTIN THE EECTIoN op SimUT BY REDUCING THE GAS VELOCITY
As already remarked in the introducion, unuts ejected If the smuts are to come to ret, V. must be less than Vs.

from the funnel must eventually fall to deck level; and whether Lte. q must be less than 1. The motion of the smuts can be
or not they will fall on to the ship wMl depen on the considered in two stames:-
speed at which they are ejected, the height they reach before 0i) The velocity of the smuts drops to V..
beginning to fall, and the speed and diretion of the relative Cii) The velocity of the smuts drops from V, to wno.
wind. Highe funnels or increased cefual velocities from the lInth Am stqA a smut is moving upwards relatively
funitnel uptakes-mieasures that may Cure the snoke problem to t gases, agod the force on it d&e to the resistance to motion
entirely-can only be regarded as palliatives as regards smuts. hog the gases is downwards; in the second stage, the smut
They will cause some improvement by increasing the timeslwytath seanterssanect

wilb s moving , o wlrenteSwad h eitneataken by the smuts to fail to deck level; but they wil pewad.
inefectiv in light winds or at slow speeds of travel, or when The following solutimn have been obtained by Dr. J. .
the ship is at retRcad o h qaino mto o mti ahoIt has been suggested that if atsmato of th Rxaut hrd fwo ste eqaino oinfo nsi aho
ducting betwe the boiler and the exit end of the uptake a tetosae:
length of vertical piping of larger duicteer is Ininroduged, I. '
which the upward velocity of the gases is low enough, the h 89tu'(--)loV154+
wlfno~t beejceda 1al For this suggestion to be ofete .............................. ()
the upward velocity of the gases in this section of piping must saw 00i
be less than the natural rate offhill ofthe muts instamiai; 16 r !L. I........-lowao, the sectioni must be ". eoh to giv the smus tiue 9e ........... Z
wo lose any ecess ocity with wich they cow it. qain(1) Sim the height k, inecssay for the velocity

The pract im aplications Of these requinet am dim- of the smut to drop to the speed V. of the gases in the enlarged
cussd blow mW quaion(2) the additional height 16 required for

3. 1. ueSCUSSrce or 116E PROBLEM the pidW to come to 555t. L. to fail out of the stream. The
The exhaust gases, usysilin at speed V, in the Mai iOga height of the enlarged scinof the upWak-zQuired is

uptake (pis. 22), enter the ecosed section whene their velocity tkOtaK ho + A,-
dros tVV, Le V , and Vs - qV, where V, is the If the unninel 'Velocity V, of The stouts is kmown,

natual ateof fall of the unuts in still air (the arminal qintiuna (1) and (2) oan he used to calculate A, and 1, for
*velocity). Then the upward velocity of the smuts in the masin vWiOU values Of the Urn Velocities V, and V%, i-e for vnrious
uptake is V, (p-I1) and in the enlarged section V5 (q-l1). It WWQ' of Pad.
is assumed that the velocity changes instantaneousy when dhe
gaes enter the enlarged section. 3. 2. TUM04AL V3LOC3Y V, OF 11= SMUTS

The terminal velocity V, of the smuts from a certain ship
wa devernied in two ways: firstly by calculation fhow the
sives and total weighit of a lag numtber of smuts collected

W~b4 '~7~~ii5of a number d smuts through known, heights. Detalls of

vm t- a the ven proabl v~eo sws1,1t pe w -c
dropping osn both ave this value Independetly. Another
ut of drpupi sats nae under diffat cailof ave
gi-ft Pe amc

Vo. 22 U ~~Ithe Wagnratreof the Painte upftis ftF.
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- - -'-'---.---3. 3. CALCVIATIONS OF RSQUULED HEIGHT OF EIPAPIDED UPTAIKE

a 1 i jj~Equation (1/ has been used to derive Fig. 23, which gives
values of h, for various values of the velocities V, and V,. The

-~ - -four fuflcurves ,or different values of V, all relate to a velocity
-4 V, in the expanded section of l0ft. per sec., and the dotted

- - -curve is for V=l2S5ft. per sec. Each of the cross curves
23i rlaes to the constant value of V, indicated. The practical1JJ. range of Vg is probably within the limiting values of 10 and

22 v,- Q qFo 467 2Mf. per sec, included in Fig. 23; and it is seen that, if the
velocity V, with which the gase enter the expansion is not

- - -. - - greater than 4Sft. per sec. the requisite height of the expansion
is less than 8ft. Comparison of the dotted curve with the one

'~-- 1--~ -~-immediately below it shows that this conclusion is practically
- - unaffected by quite large changes in Vs.

ii / ~ (b) Calcuatio of h,
-. _ ~ '~'"Equation (2) shows that h, depends only on the value of

1-12, vV, -of , a it must dosice the equation gives teheight in which
, .- -the partickecomes toret after its upward velocity has become

equal to the velocity V, of the gases in the expansion.
-- - -Thus, for each value of q, h. is a constant height to beLA added so h. as obtained from equation (1)or Fig. 23. The

values to be added, obtained from equation (2), arm 1-4, 189
and 2Z2ft for values of g of 0-5, 0-9, and 099 respectively.

- .... j. ... II/O, I,"/O.f-/ 3. 4. Discussioti or RESULTS

- - Although teeis soedoubt about the terminal velocity

AfOrf or be less than 10ft pe e.in ge tatmeaueo 6
S W~cue If ,GdV deg. F. Uthat is so, and provided that the velocity of the

we in Ap "C00 g ases in the expanded uptake is not greter than 4Sft. per sec.,
-- V, J4eO" the total height of uptake required is about 7-7ft. for stage (i)

6 ~and 2Zft. for stope (ii), or atotal of about l0ft. To allow a
magI of safety, it is suggested that a height of l2ft. be taken

S M minimnum practical requirnnent.

for dIA ib* 0(I 3, S. OSECSJONS FROM PART Ut
and f *. ',22It appears probable that the ciection of smts can be

2 p jrevented by icluding in the uptake a vertical section in which
the as elmt isreduced. If this velocity does not exceed

I loft. per sec. and the velocity ahead of the expansion is not
T gnter then OSft. per aec., the total height of the expanided

0 1 2 J 4 .5 4 7 a 0 /0sction sbouldbe about 12ft.

FIG. 23 UuwRMcIS(1) OWum, E., and Duao, C R. 1950. "Funne! Design
and the air teperture is 60 deg. F., thee dropping spurds ad Smoke Abatee. Trans.I.ar.E., Vl. 62, p. 1.19.

w~~~~~ %e inaa h i io we my "k Va (2) NMMa, IL W. 1946. 'Design of Stcsto MinimisewNb n h aioA/; Smoke Nuisance". ThnsAm.S.N.A.M.E., Vol 54,
l5ft. per mc. or 10ft per w-c The rom for the diference p. 42.
hoa not ban axplaW ine, u a the following calculations show, (3) Aan, K G. 1952. "Stack Design to Avoid Smoke
ane dicm is not swim for our preset purpose. Nusane. TransAim.S.N.&M.E., Vol. 60, p. 5"6.

ApPENIX I

The meaning attached in this paper in the uem mturbu- imposed on the average velocity in that direction. But, am"s
awe in rmo . with the regon of disturbed tow due possibly In roath weather, the seeke of thi turbulence amr the
dim*d o the air Bow ve the above-water seructuse of a ;C s is much emafler than that aused by the stawuue.
shi is rather d~fern fro the more pummeal meaning essential dierence is that whsm in the lam tarsbhoor
amcbed to the MM in hYdrodYnamics the flcttngd longitudinal velocity ,ampm- aft hrdly

By awbneo in the Vreen paper is meant all the ever rge aninag to amise a severs, df Sow, the awbusl
dbUgbncm In-roduced by the above-water ship'&structim; mn of dimsbmas duet ID w ships movaetf aloet sissy.
and the ublance boundary is the boundary 'be- msn these otin elm o swul,

( dhahlhemm and the undisusebe Bow ouide t smm Buy, the tnUblmt ow is a reglas df dibm
IN -ad by the aerutim In the sense in which turbuence is wMi, -, art 'y dwet 0 *a e Oo "ad boeW

v@@d in hydnaeics, te Bow in this andissurad region masctsm c the sho p dP d m i m I bind
is ~ ~ ~ a Wml uaenst s wall; doat is to my, there ar ddin or i mm o ,whh- ugInms a
u wyma Suchatiag velbcit compo e, -w~ and dw eddiE th ma ssmih dousA = p dm"

toni~ do disis a mape- mmm a nommmm! of Gmsm~mea
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APPENDIX 2

(a) Shadeupep Method glowed in AMD air. The whole ambly was mounted fromDetib of t pkenum wvur a In~ iUd to generate the roof of doe wind tunnel in such a mine, that it could bethe trails of hot sis an shown in Pig. 24. 1he bsing current traversed vertically theough a ssdciait height to cam thewa supplied through the vertuica metal supports to which the wonr to be aplored.
cub of the wives same soldered, and adjustd until the wires M~ovin with the assmby. but outside the tunnel, was an

m ap fI: which a horizontal beams of light, shining
through a glass window let isto o" side of the tunnel, cust
a side-vissa shadow of the unhimy an so a shut of white
paper pinned to the inside of the opposite wall. When the
wire wee in a mqion unafected by the Vrsec of the model
in the tunel the trail of hoe air from each wat was desarly

vbbkas adark"sha ow, n the papa, quite stady and
about Gin. hotg In tuuent Sow, however, the shadow;
became unstmady and shorter to an inet depending an the

N amount of turbulence (Pig 23). When tae Blow was highly
".iVSCA Uturulent, the shedows Ibecamery short stumps, which were

violently agitated and sometimes viversed their directions.

(b) ChemWc Roachmeo H*S MetOW
This method can be uedin wo ways. In the firv6the

afte part of the dokof the model Is painted with hod
smaepaint, and HS from a Kippi apparatus outside the

j146VA.4hd #*ht tunnels introd through a amn tube of 1/32-in. bore, which
F meerically downwards throuh the roof ot the tunnel
inotewairsm, the hot iweh bein bent horizontal and

powning downstream Starting well above the turbiulent zone,
fhte is lowered in suqp until the first sgns of blaheng0

are observed at the -tern of the model. The height of the
base .w* sadpoint of anission of the H.S is measured, and this Sives a

mw" ~~ point on the lower dotted line in ftg 20. Turb1Alen at the
bf right iodiatd baymypoint onthat line isthus afficientlY
high tore vlg,*. that thu lowero kv;adi wl b

Ir-47 S145 line0v apsess do hslwrH w MWell over most Of Its 1mphItJiI ~4 .pm %Y.35 I&~ api /A l/0, with the loweit Shdwahline which indicates fully-
14.v PW -Ire developed truec.Tewolines diverge towards the-.

bemuse, although mhemay he ainced down by the fully
developed uulene ind not eosaiyreach dodt lvel

4 onlsh dimnner in wich it is determined, must nemauilry PM
2 ~dthog the sern apoint, whm the lowest shadowgip ise

Ift 4 a

111M.;4
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the strut does not move up or down the strut as the jet and
strut are gradually lowered. But at a certain position of the
jet, the lower edge of the stain moves downwards quite sharply,
giving a point on the upper dotted line in Fig. 20; and this is

HzS infrodouced Aare taken as the height at which turbulence begins, i.e. the upper
boundary of the turbulent zone.

This position is much more easily determined than the
corresponding shadowgraph point and is much more definite;
different observers obtain the same readings within close limits.
It will be seen from Fig. 20 that, except well forward, the
upper HS line agrees well with the second shadowgraph line,
which marks the height at which turbulence begins to be

Fig. 26 appreciable and the heated-air shadows begin to shorten. The
The upper dotted line, indicating the beginning of turbu- divergence of the two lines forward has not yet been explained.

knce as determined by the H,S method, is obtained by using One further point should be noted: it will be seen that
a small vertical streamlined strut one inch downstream of the the two HS lines approach one another near the foremast.
HS jet. The strut is mounted on the same support as the The reason for this is that H,S introduced at a point above
jet and moves vertically with it. It is painted with lead acetate, the turbulence boundary can still enter the turbulent zone and
and as long as the jet is above the turbulent zone the lower find its way to deck level if the boundary is rising behind the
edge of the black stain that occurs where the HS impinges on point of emission of the H,S (see Fig. 26).

APPENDICx 3
11 TUMOUL VInOCITIES OF SMUTS

1. Determination of V,, the Terminal Velocity of a Smut, by 10 smuts of in. diameter
Calculation 7 smuts of tin. diameter

If the weight of a smut is known, the teminal velocity 2 smuts of lin. diameter
cn be calculated as follows: - These were reduced to the equivalent number of &-in

When the smut is falling freely in still air at its terminal diameter smuts on the assumption that the smuts were of
velocity, its weight is equal, to the air resttance, constant thickness, i.e. that the weight was proportional to the

r. m - p A Vt' CD .............................. (3) square of the diamete. The total equivalent number of f-in.
whee m = mas of smut, smuts was thus calculated as 446; the total weight of the

p = air deniY=0"07651b./cu. ft. at about sample was found to be 2-85 gin., so that the weight of one
60 deg. F. and 30in. of Hg, i-in, diameter smut was 1"41 x 10-51b.

A = cr secioaal area of smut, Insmring this value of m in equation (4), onegets
C = a resistance coefficient. V, = I If$t, per sec. in air at about 60 df F.

The value of C depends on the shape of the smut. This
qppuejmg5_ to aL disk. for which it is known that C, is
dut 10. Using this value of Co in equation (3), the follow_ 2. Determination of V, by Timing the Drop of Smuts thrugh
ing equation is obtained for V, : - a Masured Height

,2 .The equation of motion of a frely falling smut is,., (4),,).
,...........................(4) m 6-r - mg -2p A CD 8  --

Tie zust easmamption re arding the weit ofa whaw t i the height from the starting point.
mi tt i proportional o the cube of the r; If the mut s from rest, the solution of this equation is
d aim A is proportionm l So th squae of e diame

sqation (4) shos that if this assumption is corect the Q,
uminal velocity V, will be Proportional to the square root of 45 I

Doer. th de ping I amrrid out lae ,, V ; .............
(pa (2) below) shmed conclusively that the mim velocity b t+wn indnet of the dw of th -..,t

A possile etplistion of this is that the ia we all of wbwtK jp A Ca
dLe me ddkewt. lw duntheweigt ofmy particular pi A, if, as beore it is assumed that C , ,
mut is equal to rAt, wb o, is the desity of the amot; and d Vis the ve ocity of the smut at time t.
bmrda d&s vda of the w ht me in (3) em Sm The ttminal velocity is obtained by putting t . a;,,. - , ,,. - ' * -.. ... ................. )
whis is onon, sinoe a., t Md P awe commas.

It s probeble dof that the smuts are all of 1 -7
omnst tn smn d amIm sd by the e up of a dposit .e
or hr of ot am m Osfact 'V VII - ...... 7

,a aulame V, by mum of equation (4), a hwwag of

(Su&hN mo a Wmhe, slUfed. Thts wae obuhd ams e nur values of M,, and K are inserted,
Thed w d of a m sp apple a E of eo quatuin (7) becoam

Uot ienldec tm 0d, mde upa killows:- V I..-.
10 of W dtme r -, "'.+ .
lmm t idiL uas1 Equedaon (8) sie the ra of drop of the smut a ay40 mom d MN. d O dm I Is a=o o dofthe mninl velocity. A m of this mo

13



Discussion

plotted ginst f shows that at the end of one second the accidental, but it shows that the values obtained for V, and
velocity is over 99 per cent of the terminal velocity. This the assumed value of C1, are of the right order.
curve also enables us to calculate the terminal velocity from Some further observatons were made the nut day with
the aume velocity over any interval starting from rest; and smuts that had been lying on deck all night. On this occasion
the average velocity can be obtained by observing the time the vessel was berthed and the smuts were dropped over the
taken for a pertick to fall a known height. side through a height of 52"25ft. to water level. Again, smuts

Observations were made on the ship of the time taken of various sizes fell at the same rate, but the terminal velocity
by smuts of various sizes between J-in. and I-in. diameter to obtained in the sum way as for the previous day was Sift.
fall through a height of 21"$ft. Eight observations in all were per sec.
made, and the average time of fall was 2"1 sec., giving an The reason for this difference has not been explained. In
averavlocity over this period of 10"25 per sec. making the calculations, the value of the mass m of the smuts

curve of V/V, obtained from equation (9) showed that was assumed to be the same as that used in the earlier calcula-
the ratio of the terminal velocity to the average velocity over tions. This mass may have been different, or there may have
2"1 sec. was 114; hence been an up-draught up the ship's side. However, as pointed

V, = 1"14 x 10"2 5 ll=7ft. per sec. out in the main text, the discrepancy does not offect the con-
The vey close agreement between this value and that clusions to any material extent.

obtained by calculation (111', ove (1) above) is probably partly

Discussion
Ma J. P. CArPU (Member of Council) said be was On the ships on which he had seen the tests carried out

privileged to be at sea with one of the authors of this excellnt the actual am of the exhaust pipes accounted for only 7 per
paper, when he carried out some of his ship tests for the put- cent of the funnel top ares and many people were under the
po of checking the records he had obtained from wind impression today that funnel casings on ships wei more for
tunnel tests. appearance than utility.

He had peviously been advised of what was expected to Many ships could be een today with what might be
happen when a head wind was encountezed, and for the first called unconventional tops to their funnels, the designs of

et stremers were rigged forward and aft of the vessel. Un- which wae attributable to the shipbuilders and were considered
fornamtely a strong head wind caused the suamers to flap to assist in obviating the smoke nuisance. There were cases
about too rapidly and no reliable results wee obtained. At a on record where shipowners had tried to reduce the smoke
laser dae, when the smoke generators were introduced, the nuisance by coning the funnel tops and also increasing the
amn trails noticed confirmed the model test results. air supply to the boilers; and, incidentally, increasing their

The publication of this paper gave shipowners and ship- ful consumption in conequence.
builders valuable information on how to pevent fumes setting When the wind ved round towards the beam the super-
into accommodation or oan to the after deck of a ship. stucture ceaed to have any drect on funnel fumes. As with a

To obtain reliable films of the tsts, it had been --mosoad yaw of 30 degrees the fumes on the leewar side of a modr
that a phoapheshould take thphobographs fromabali- hnel msing came down to amr deck level To obviate this
copter. It was decided to try taking the photographs fom a many vessels could be seen with an exhaust pipe emending
vanae point on the ship before mooting to this expedient. above the top of the funne casing.
One of the authors was able to take the photoraph s by using Mr. Owe bad given a previous paper o funnels but It
a ci camnra whilst standing in a lifbost- hazrdous poi- was unforunat that them was no appendix in this paper cn
ton at Uea This gavesme idea of the lengths -mrch funnd rom-section ae and shape becuse this would be of
wkers wene pepand to go to get confirmation of the expert- reat inteest.
ames. In coanexion with the smut nuisance, he wuld have

The short anmawr to the funnel moke probkm was still thought that a swirling diect in t tow of the exhaust gs
to make the funnd high enough and in this paper, pasbly would be more dective in 4dting any smuts formd to the
w TIM dipioncy, the authors avoided the discussion of ouser diameter of the casing of the low velocity gas camber,

netT was a time when funnels an ships wen known as centriugal forem would sd to tow the smuts out to
a "smod stack and wm mad solely for mitting the fumes the perinmeer whae they could be collected. On one of the
from bolers and may years ago these fumes were emitted as ships in which he wma iNmsd, smu 1. ouble was Umoed to
high up In the atmosphere a was reasobly possible, eopedi- a small automatic auxiliary bailer opeating in a closed stobe-

y in the days of natural draught, ca burning boilem and hold with the air upply ruanld fom another compartment.
in those deys the fumls were Invariably of cca section. In fair to th deSu of the burning quipm the boibr
Since then they had sen funnel cainm of old, square, arc- waa' 'a burax a higher visoosity fuel than that for which
fol and other sctions and the sae had ben reached wher itwma ... ne. To rduc ,this rouble to a minimum, it
a aideen umually shod a conic ftusam On most had ban necossory to mean to continual clain, of the fla
ddps 1dy the funnel mcing contanad a muber of essential aide of the boiler. As a point of It-, this touble had
perc, me at i might be aid w o rfow from the bsentitrly eliminated by the introduction of a fue additive

miny MMNM, Koch as d ws 1 ventilat fans, We. Smouts were always of peat nAun value to shipownars
hM w ships doa wha the nmft aommodatIon was in so far a they um very ast containing a ht of VAl-

used in a fund. plow, and when dwy landed an dock could cma aoundible
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damage to passengers' clothing, tarpaulins, lifeboats, etc. return to the funnel from a distae as far as two fnnel
Arresting smuts in funnels by water washing, or methods of widths down stream.
straining and retaining them in funnel tops, proved extremely There were several ways of dealing with this situation and
expensive in maintenance repairs, but there was no doubt they so far the remedy had been discovered mostly by model experi-
could be arrested, but this resulted in extremely rapid corrosion ment. At the moment, this would appear to be the quickest,
of steelwork. The best way to prevent smuts from landing on cheapest and most satisfactory means of providing the nav&l
deck was to eliminate them at source. Experts on oil burning architect with the right answer.
would confirm that if the CO, content in the exhaust gases It was interesting to learn of the authors' success in cor-
was increased to 141 per cent, the smut trouble was eliminated, relating model and full-scale results from observations taken

He would like to thank Mr. Ower and Dr. Third for this on a cross-channel ship. In coastal waters the presence of
extremely interesting information. Only the authors would land masses introduced such inconsistent fluctuations in the
know the extensive tests and research that had been necessary velocity and direction of the natural wind that there was no
before this paper could be published, time when the air flow over the ship was in a steady state

long enough for observations to be taken.
Accordingly one prayed fervently for calm conditions on

MR. C. H. BURGE said the authors should he congratu- such occasions when the relative wind would be wholly from
lated on tl-!ir lucid presentation of the results of their experi- dead ahead and aqual to the ship speed. This would then
merts to ( ermine the course of the turbulence boundary. It correspond with the wind tunnel conditions where there was
would at- that the investigation was to be continued and no velocity gradient. Because of the fluctuation in the natural
if this v so the authors had provided themselves with a airflow in coastal waters, wind tunnel results were regarded
weapon to .nnihilate their critics inasmuch as the parts of the as being applicable to open sea conditions, but only scanty
paper subij.t to criticism might still lie within the scope of full-scal evidence was yet available for correlation with measure-
the work ye to be done. Nevertheless, the paper would have ments taken on the model. Nevertheless, it would appear that
been of Sm = value to the naval architect had the authors there was close agreenent between model and full scale over
included pht ographs of the performance of a model funnel those parts of the ship forward of the funnel, but downwind
designed on t i lines recommended, of the funnel the temperature of the heated surfaces, funnel

The expe. iment so far had been limited to the wind ahead gases and ventilated waste air introduced buoyancy effects
condition and the results presented in the paper should appeal which changed the pattern of the air flow from that experienced
specially to constructors in the Department of Naval Con- on the model. Accordingly one might expect the paths of
struction of the Admiralty, whose problems from descending the turbulence boundaries downwind of the funnel so be
funnel gases mostly arose in winds between 0 des. and 10 de. slightly above those drawn for the model conditions in Pigs.
off the bow. Naval architects engaged in the design of pas- 2 to 6.
senger vessels would pin very little assistance from the paper, It was impracticable to study the descent of smuta by
because their ships did not meet with adverse conditions of means of model experiments and generally it was aF1rIed
smoke until the relative wind was between 17 deg. and 20 deg. that their ow. momentum on emission would muse them to
off the bow. In this respect, the authors' statement on the follow a higher trajectory than that of the lower boundary of
effect of yawed winds was misleading. It gave the impression the plume. The method suggested in the paper for trapping
that a funnel with a satisfactory performance at wind ahead the smuts was ingenious but modern Ships at service speed
would be equally satisfactory in winds off the bow. In thew discharged the funnel gas at high velocity and it was prob-
days of high maintenance cost it was important to avoid able therefore that the necessary length of expanded uptake
damage from the acid constutuents in the funnel gses and, in between the induced draught fan and the outlet might be too
many ships, lifeboats and lifeboat covers suffered heavily from lon to be accommodated conveniently within the funnel
this form of contamination. Obviously the damage occured cums& The outlet area would be around 60 per cent of the
mostly in winds off the bow. Other requirements of modern inlet are and it might be expee that the diffusion of the
tmes demanded that the funnel itself should be free from efunt within the enlargement would, at nl ins, fallow the
smoce discoloration and that the oily odours of vetilated pattern of a free jet ratber thanexpnd naaneously to the

ase air should not descend to deck level. Both rquirments full diameter of the enlargement esefr, the eiglsive
applied to all directiom of relative wind, for the enlargement by the curves o Fig. 23 would have so be

When the wind was dead ahead, the airfow pat ern was increased for the condiion V, fo be attained.
synmsuical to port and staboard of the middl line, both Refrring to Tests 74 and 73 it was insulating to aoe

Sdbelow th o d . Wen th that the wings of the nuviating bidge had so much ect
pn dicharged cear of the local aerodynamic interfernce on the height of the turbulence boundary at wind ahead
of the funnel itself, the plume would disperse symmetrially, Comparin Tat 75 with Tau 8 end 70 it was im-
whaer or not it remained above the t bond , portm to bear in mind that a -monheyo bidge set ba hom
The symmetry of the air flow pattern wu destroyed as son the frontal fae of the urstriature was almst utmenab in
as the ship began to turn scoss the wind. Wind tunnel ex- high velocity relative winds by comparison with one set Bush
a m fs on a number of model ships and funnel had shown with the frontal edge.
dt a aitial condition in the funnel wake was reached when
h relatve wind was in the region of 17 to 25 deg. off the MR. W. MCQNMONT, B.Sc. (Member) p out tha

bow. Huerthe lorm boundary of the plume suddenly des- in the last pararaph of Appendixt 2 e autbon made a si.
ended am the leward face of the funnel, even when the nificant statement conerning their wind tum tet
fi 1 op wa oboveP the turbulence boundary. Som of the Wa equal significuancn t ship in&U, 7es was nem notd
turbulence to lwwmd of the funnel was due to the air flow anywhere in the paper. I wa painted out tht h I

th ip from windward midng with both the air flow sulphide introduced at a paint abov the tb-en-- b-undary
dang the Ieeward side of the usu ture and an air strem could still ene the turbulent cem and lad its way so dark
egaing the dark frem the windward face of the supernu- level if the boundary was rising behiad the pat of mgalon
AMS but th major dNt emM from the p rne of the funnel of the hydrogen sulphide. Fig. 26 was hdudaed to demon-

mui MW . O r the ng of d ma wind direction the s a the Point he am aes would apply It fO
M1we or e II 0O1 th funnel mId with the eddies shed -hydrogen sulphide" one put in "'fwdn ps". In odw wards.

hon thubww side of the foumnd . TWh produced If the funneli was forward of the highest point of the tusient
d a d of a sh11et of small eddes Ino wh=h te ane, it would probaby be mmary to ssg fr do dewz
bwea pinme demaded and thn tued u frn the funnel to be myria at lest a hIb as Or

wa lo fti an d mft In this =m wa, smak w ld t of the tur ent nom and nos IM ID a pit m



Discusion

the local turbulence boundary. Of course, if the funnel were How closely did one need to know the answer? 41ft. seemed
aft of the highest point of the turbulent zone, there was no u large range in settling funne height.
need to carry the funnel gas to a point any higher than the Turning to the use which could be made of the informs-
local boundary position. tion set out in the paper, one would have thought that the

These observations led to the question whether the posi- calculation of the boundary height for a wide range of ships
tion of the highest point of the turbulence boundary bad not would be the most useful next step. An analysis of the relation-
some practical significance. It was notable that no effort had ship between the relative position of funnel efflux and bound-
bon made to include the estimation of its position, and ary height and the known freedom or otherwise of the ship
attention had been concentrated exclusively on determining the from smoke trouble, would give a fair indication of whether
maximum height of the boundary. Fig. 2 to 6 suggested that this method had a future.
the line of the boundary was so Bt behind the highest point Finally, what did the authors consider smuts to consist
that the neglect of the position of the peak was justified but of, when did they think the suts were ejected, and why did
one wondered f in fact this was so with all arrangements. they occur? His own answer to these questions, which would

All the model tsts wer done at one wind speed, which probably not agree with that of many other people, was that
was equivalent to a ship speed of about 74 knots in still air. smuts in the main were pieces of soot blown out by the smot-
Had the authors satialed themselves that there would be no blowers and that generally the only time they were ejected
varation of the height of the boundary layer with wind speed was during sot blowing. That being so, had the authors con-
and why was this particular speed chosen? sidered the velocity conditions in the uptake during soot blow-

One thing which did not appear to have bun varied ing, and if so had they found the enlarged uptake section a
during the tests with blocks on the model hull was the distance fesible arrangement under these soot blowing conditions?
from the forepeak to the bridge front which remained at a
length 2'1 times the beam right through the whole series of Ma. W. F. SrooT, M.Sc., mid that the efficacy of ship
%ats, if be read them aright. This particular dimension could models for the purpose of producing an edective design of
vary so an appreciable ent ships; for instance, it sptructure so as to prevent the descent of funnel smoke
appeaed to be about balf as big again on ship C as on ship was indeed pertinent, and the authors were to be congratulated
R It was dgult to me that this dimension had 0o 1igeufic- on making a substantial contribution to the subiect. Of par-
oe, tspecially stnce allowance was made for the efect of ticular interest were the experiments carried out in full-size

forecastle and sheer. On ship A, which was the bull form ships. It was well known that the correlation of model tests
ueed for thmodel tests, this dimension appeared to be -PPIO2i with the performances of actual ships was definitely still a
mmdy 1"0. Had the authors any eson for increasing this subJect of controversy. These full-scale tests carried out by
dimension for their tests and why did they choose 2"1? the authors wer therefore important.

Fig 15, which gave typical curves for intermediate step- It might be of value if the authors could give some idea
down, was-he was afraid--incomprehensible to him. The of the ship and wind speeds experienced at the time of tl-
factor j. appeared to include the effect of other variables than experment. Perhaps he bad overlooked this information in
sup-down. For instance, the curve meried a-OS appeaed the paper, but he did not think so.
to include the factor f,,, although this was not stated any- With regard to the actual comparison betwee model and
where in the text. In doing so, however, it used the isolated ship, a rational basis would he to tue themme Reynolds
point in Fig. 12 for this value of r,/a and not the value number for ship and model. This was, however, imptactic-
which would be obtained from the curve. And futhermo able due to the high wind velocities involved in the wind
in the ketcb in Fig. 15 there was a dimension C, shown for tunnel. It was mumed that the view of the authors was that
length which was not referred to in the text dealing with the the flow of disturbed air round the model at the low vlocities
method of estimation. Was it intended that a minimum value they used in their wind tunnel elperimnts was of the some
of C, should be specified, above which them would be no affect patter as thlt found at the sip. The mchr tails in the
from an intermediate sup-down? full-scale sts ned to indicate that this might be tu

Looking at Figs. 14 and 15 together, in Pig. 14 the curve Any information the authors could give, which bad been
marked v./a - 0 represented the Bet frot coition, which publidw of work dose on wind amnnel sm on similn models

e as the sop curve in Fig. 1. Ia d latter of dferet sale would be of gemat intest
ee a/a 1-00 r d te condition whae , in Pig The empirical formula for woking out the height of she

$ beame the me a in Fig. 14; that was to my, the turbulent som wam vy imporant, and its sucoess to me
stp-down bed become complete and was the me as the tent bad ben dmmonstrated. It must be borne in mind dt
am ination of the superstructure. At that putcular point the formula was based on results from highly simplifi models,
the value of f. in Fig. 14 and the value of fia Fig. 15 which did not preciady simulate the ship, eve manuing that
should be exactly the same and should be 1-1. This could the basis of the correlation betwe modd and ship was correc
only occur in Fig. 14 when c was Ja then 04. a However, it appeared from the later mts that this did aot
wor kedall this out, he took another and much doer look at matter. He would not mg t that it did not matter, because
tets 57-62 and discovered that all these tsts had been done the height of the turbulent zone was ill defned.
with a value of e, - 0-4. Dat the sketch in Pig. 15 was very Before the publication of the paper it had bun assumed
milMding, because at c, it locked as though the length was that due so the varieties of superstructures of diferent con-
mon ia 1-4. plexitie the producion of an empirical formula would be

In the conclusions to be drawn from Part I of the pper, t to impossible. The auto however, bad refuted this in
it wnas stmed that accurate predictions could be made of the a most convincing manner.
height of the trbulice boundary. Tl word "acurate" was From the designer's point of view, having estimated the
rather worrying. lwhe prediction to within 3 fet on the height of this turbulent some, he had still to ascertain if there
fu scale Was and, adin yet another place it was stated were oing so be any interaction with the nake from the
tht an agrement to within 41 fet between mas ed and funnld--m Pevios speakers had mid-at all angles of in-
alculated values was good enough for practical purposes. cidence of the wind. It would min neceassry to resot to a
(rU was deduced by applying a variation of A of 0-07 in 3ld te to Ad an edident answer to this. The ship could
vcon 1.2.3(5) a the top of pag 119 to a ip of 64ft. bem.) be simulated fairly well in a model tes, -pt poemmly for
.o the authors indicate qulst specifll the aecursc this the riing. By eo ue of colouredmke a solution would
method of , -1 ar - was expected to attain, and alo sta* almot ineaimbly be found. The tumportencofedo
ter view an the accuracy tt wa ncesmty in cb a method could so be sm end untl the rsults of do tSUUPNN
Sa he un of the turbulence boundar pRoAs a siU Work oan fnd tmacodm wme Fk

p eimi heate in th dulpa of h erd wasemu . am wasd a eci of the pow in dot do
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Superstucture Design in Relation to the Descent of Funnel Smoke

deigner was supplid with ufficient date to keep his turbulent out to the side. These could be skimmed off the wall of the
zon at a minimum It must not be forgotten, when consider- body through a vertical slot and immediately passed tangenti-

.n the mache nuimanc, that then is another factor, that for ally into a small cyclone collector integral with the main body.
shlps travelling speed over 25 knots the wind resistance In this cyclone the dust, now spinning in the opposite hand,
could be considerab To naval architects and from the engin- would slide down the walls and be collected in a suitable
eet's point of view, the zone of turbulence might sem to be i hopper for disposal. The secondary gas carried over with
zone of ls energy. From the shipowner's point of view it the dust would be discharged through the top of the cyclone
might be a sone of lost money and the shipowner appeared to and passed back to the main gas stream. For the conditions
be mffaing from a surfeit of such difficulties in these days. under consideration, the pressure drop across the collector

would be about 1'7in. w.g.
ML . P. Mc :mo a mid that the authors had presented The enlargement suggested was about 9ft. in diameter and

a very intereting paper on superstructure design and the 12ft high. For the type of collector now considered, the main
problem of Imoke falling on the deck. It had been practically body would be about 7ft. in diameter with an integral second-
admitted, however, that the design of superstructure could not try cyclone of 27in. diameter with overall height of about 10ft.
Prevent smut falling on the deck and it was thought that Fig. 27 showed the two arrangements to the same scale.
smuts could be prevented from leaving ships' funnels merely
by enlarging a section of the upgoing flue. It was appreciated - - --- 1--
that an don hod been maide to substantiate this by calculation 4-
and observation of the terminal velocity of the smuts in
qpesm nd that the design of the enlarged section of the

pro theoretically correct but in practice would
be far from suicient.

Consider a ship with an oil-fired boiler of approximately
I0OOXb, per hr. evaporation. This would produce a gas
volume of amnething like 36f00 c.f at 360 deg. F. For _L f
4ft. per mec. go velocity the flue would be about 4ft. in
dimeer, and the diameter of the enlarged section to give lOft. t
Par sec. would be about lift. VIOP E.

Before considerinX the behaviour of smuts having terminal
velocitie of about 10ft. per sec. one must be sure that the 4
velocity distrition acr sm the enlarged section was good. In d
normal measuring and sampling in ducts, a general rule to t"t .
ensure good distrition was that the measuring point should S'7A H 8
be about six diameter downstream from the previous change
of srction or direction, which-if applied to this case--meant
that the enlarged section must be at least 6ft. x lift., i.e. S2ift.
high followed by the necessary 12ft. for the settling of the
particles. This might be taking things to extremes but cer-
tainly 12ft would not be suffcient for the smuts to settle out.
Bad eddies would be formed at the entrance to the enlarge-
ment and would make themselves felt a considerable way up.
Thus many prticles would be carried over in vertical velocity SECrAAA

Mponen of the eddy currents greater than loft. per sec. IG. 27
As to e Moun of aooto be dealt with, the probable

mission migbt he of the order of one ton per dy. Using This type of collector would most certainly catch the
m enlsrpd aection or separating chamber, a sugested, a fog smuts and some of the finer particles which formed smuts,
of smuts and mot would build up in the chamber and mem but not all of then. Some of the small fine particles that
would have go be fund to et it. The arranment a pased the collector and wee not caught would settle on any
It was m' ht sop some of te smuts mnporarily but would o r faes betw the collector outlet and funnel dis-
not catch them and permit dispomsal rie, forming more smuts. These would eventually be blown

It was necemty to make arovision not only to arst the off and come down oan deck. The ducting between the col-
particles but to collect then. This could be done fairly simply lector outlet and the funnel outlet must therefore be kept to
by pising the uppoing psme through a vane ring, so that the a minimum.
ptices woldd be thrown to the wall of the chamber. The Anoer way was to improve the collector efilciency for the
chamber could also be enlarged to reduce the upgoing velocity very fine smut-forming particles. This, however, was a

nd the Centrifugal form would push the particles and smuts dcult and expensive thing to do.

Correspondence
ML L V. V sM r (Vio-Prmident) thought the would eall thew old timers" with their smoke belching

anos did w" so Amph eIgly in the pape the dimen proudlyupw and well ear of the ship. In the Indian
Wem smao aid What they called 'smuts. Ocean in calm weather the smoke plume could be seen toating

$she had amly comparaMtively;rPtntly bame a problem well up in the sky and stretching for many miles-not the
Mell due is turt dsi, and in morm sinuse am colour, of couen, but not ulike the vapour trali Ite-
m do rt v o Wt a dr dboA t dUof m bustion. qumtlv sea in dr todsy from *Ow new al Iurub smm i n he = Dock wa ma "Tim s.ar sagt oo, onI~ few smoke ; 41,
i haowed mnb actually s igmw the edg of the tumnd but it did have Its Jmut" ,ust lie a house chimney

deem so di deck. Wh a contras to she ura draught Ic ws nt tw the accumulations of P Io in the
ad bho s 1sr The ddw Minuias of the1561 Imitais nps wid An at break away and uxidy show

2lt"



Discussion

out of the funnel. This problem came very much to the fore As the authors kindly mentioned in their acknowledge-
during the war years, aggravated by the necessity for fast ments, his Company had willingly, but in a small way, co-
Diesel-engined ships to keep station in slow convoys. Before operated in the investigations which gave the Institute this
other measures were evolved, convoy commodores permitted most informative and helpful paper. Some ten years ago his
such ships in daylight hours to break convoy and race around Company's directors decided that the time had arrived to
at full power to burn up oil and blow out the loose carbon break away from the traditional profile of their ships. The
from their exhaust systems. If they did not, the risk was profile had altered little from that of their coal-burning
that a "chimney" would suddenly "catch alight" during the steamers. Improvements in crew accommodation and in the
night and produce an enormous "Roman candle", advertising amenities provided required for many reasons that everyone
far and wide to any lurching submarine the exact whereabouts be housed amidships. To maintain the cargo carrying capa-
of the convoy, city, no crew space could be allowed below the weather deck

This danger was overcome in his Company's ships by and so eventually the profile shown in Fig. 21(b) in the paper
removing the cast iron nozzle at the top of the silencers, thus was evolved. The traditional profile had been not unlike that
reducing the exit velocity, and fitting over this exit an in- shown in Fig 21(a) except that instead of the continuous
verted cone against which the red hot cokes impinged and amidships house shown there was a bridge house (accommodat-
were deflected down into the funnel top. A water spray was ing tile navigating officers and twelve passengers) and a separate
fitted to quench thes red hot cokes and by washing them away amidships house (accommodating the engineer officers and
prevented the accumulation of a destructive red hot mass of stewards), separated by a cargo hatch on the weather deck;
carbon. Those who had raked on to a stokehold floor plate the crew were forward on the forecastle with the petty officers
ashes from a coal-fired boiler or carbon from the back ends of aft in the poop.
an oil-fired boiler would fully appreciate the problem. The Examining these two profiles (Figs. 21(s) and 21(b)) it
quantity of cokes and smuts that did accumulate on the funnel would be seen that whilst the funnel heights above the water
top was most surprising. levels were much the same, the funnel of Fig. 21(b) appeared

Pip. 28 and 29 showed the arranent described. The by comparison to be hemmed in by the superstructure. The
funnel of Fig. 21(a) on the other hand stuck up well into the
air like the spouts on the top of some recent ships. But it
would be noticed that by careful design the turbulence bound-

OF' ary height was practically the same and in service the stream-
lined superstructure ships had given no smoke problem.
Which was precisely as was anticipated, the owners and the
builders having taken advantage of the offer by Thermotank,
Ltd., to test a model in their wind tunnel before finalizing the
new profile.

Also, as the main engines and auxiliaries were Diesels, the
smoke exit velocities at the funnel top were such as to dear
the turbulence boundarv. The silencers were designed to col-
lect coke and smuts. When an oil-fired donkev boiler was in

]FI;. 21 use, the smoke tended to "bang" to the top after end of the
funnel and "roll" aft just under the line of the turbulence
boundary, gradually falling to, but rarely reaching, the poop
deck

Prior to and since the above wind tunnel test the
systematic tests, as detailed in the paper, had been carried out,

M n from which a most useful method had been evolved by theauthors for estimating the height of the turbulence boundary
and also from which the advantages of streamlining wre
dearlv proved.

The authors were to be congratulated on this lucid ex-
position of their researches and their thanks we due to their
Principals for their permission to the authors to make these
researches available to the Institute.

Fla. 29
Ma. M. HAstP (Member) thought the authors were to

dmnsions of the inverted cone wee tmrcte of coure, by be congratulated on a very instructive and valuable pper which
the existing funnel top but it was ierally found Possible to should led to a more precise determination of funnel heights
annge the eit armas to be not ies than ten times the exit and s avoid the sooting of the upper decks of vessels which,
ame at the top of the siea. This improvised solution of in the case of passenger liners, could be most objectiomble
'a urgent war problem compared well with the mm scientific and possibly react unfavourably on the popularity of the vessel.
approach of Part III and Appendix 3 of this paper. Smuts The decision to divide the subiect into two pars was
of fin. diameter mentioned in Appendix 3 must be rmre commendable for this was exactly the manner in which the
phnomena and recaled e eady days of Diel engines when proem confronted naval architects and machinery deaigers,
a chief ennmr, tired of the imessant nagging of a captain with the addition, of coun, of ensuring good combustion.
to stop co and mutt falling on his beautiful holystoned The lose agreement of the caluted turbulent asone and
tk decs and well scrubbed whe convas awnings, made up the full sae reults was mey encouragng, although it was
a lm number of cheat balls (up to 2in. diameter) soaked noted as being dependent on the U lins being
than in purifi. dirt and on dak night scattered them over accurately known at an early smil ofthe design. However,
the dk The t mornming the mmad aptain collected with the damnw of the stream of funnel pa overthe after

( d tem all up in tis which he duly peIe d to his owners, portion of the vessel, there er ged the secood part of the
who passed them on to the asqine builders who at the time prOblem, that of the prevention of emission of smuts hm the
wan his (Mr. Camatw's) mplers. Like the capain they funel and subsquent fall-out from the oa tral.
were mmae t an such huee co"e (or suts) for they had Mr. 1arper had bad some little -4eie' of this tiubl
pparntly cme Go of a dienmce in which the hes we nmd believed dt the authr' scleme of a am of low vosity

gaemtmed l1 of &h. d smm. bae Mnal &W aMbcfy ctared the mcb.
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Superstructure Design in Relation to the Descent of Funnel Smoke

In several awn with which he was familiar moo nuisance the *lct in the above two tests of relatively small alterations.
was avoided by maintaining an arm of the uptake from the With the outer funnel of full height and the inner funnel
economnizer top to the baoe of the funnel so that the ps well aft and extending about one foot above the top, theme was
velocity was af the order of lift. per smc., the length of this a distinct tendency for the smoke to be drawn down at least
uptake portion being 4Oft. Inside the funnel the uptake are to half its height in the eddy. By reducing the height of the
was reduced so give a gas velocity of lO0ft. per sec. with the outer funnel sufficiently to leave space inside for the necessary
object of giving efective discharge to the funne goaes. ittings and leaving the inner funnel protruding at centre to

With reference to the authors' "Conclusions from Part the original height, this tendency was eimintd aS a&aSO
III", on page 126, perhaps they would care to comment on any fouling at Angles of yaw up to 30dpa
the efect of increasing the gas velocity after leaving the ex- This method might not meet with approval in all case
pension in the uptake, as this was necessary on somet vessels but after all it was economical and followed domestic practice
due to restrictions imiposed by the are through the funnel. over the centuries.
Would the calculated height of the exrpansion in uptake be M.C .lcnscniee httepprpoie
affected by an increase in pa velocity after the expansion? inoMa&o hChMm conibeed ta prdue pansers ood

My- K. F. McGPJGoo, in a further contribution, wrote enough for a ship having simple form of supersm Lkture but
that it appeared that Mr. Ower believed that the turbulence for large passenger lin having complex sIhiam, including
in the enlarged section of the upgoing flue would not be so wells in the decks, the wind tunnel was the only way to
serious as so upset the prevention of emission of smuts whose approach the problem.
term.inal velocity was that of the mean vertical velocity in the The effect of yaw, mentioned on page k17, was shown in
enlarged section. almost evr ase to be at its worst a, approximately 20

This was contrary to practical experience, as the following deweesP in the cms of a large poseW linw model tested
typical examples confirmed: recently.

(a) A paper entitled "The Collection of Representative ~ pK ~n M mi)woeta h ehdsg
Flue Dust Samples"* dealt, ixter dia, with velocity MIL F. . W m ao me)woe tt the fnneo soke
padients after a restriction.voeofpeetnthemsinfsusinunlsok
In this paper plots we made showing the Velocity ha bee put into practice successfully by the writer in two
distribution at a quarter ar orfcetrcin _n land installations of oil fired boilers.ateiotocmutn

at ne tofour and sxdiameters downstream fronm It was the writers experience thatateiotocmuin
it. After one diameter, th ain and miiu n the furnace would not solve the problem. In fact, after
veloci ties wer measured to be 2Oft./sec. to* many months' experimenting with burners, ar diretors and
40ft/ec. for a mean duct velocty of 3Oft./sec. At furnace fronts, smut emission was obseive during combustion
six diameters downstream the maiu n ii trials in which a mry high standard of combsustion was main-

umwene about 25 and 3Sft./sc. It was seen, adnzed.
theirefore, that even after six diameters th m~aimum In any case burners, air dizectora and quarls deteriorated
velocity was 16 per cent in excess of the meanrt It an service, and with the human elmn Involvd it was virtu-
should be noted that theme measurements were made ally impossible to maintain ideal combustion at all times, so
in a 10-in. square duct at labomaory seoeans that sooner or low soot was produced.
thus there was no thermaal ditubance. Ana attempt to produce smut deliberately by bed comn-
In the case of the vertical flue there would be thermal bustion, obtained by lowering the oil temperature and retric-
disturbance due to Cooling at the was and cloung ang the air supply, failed completely.
an boile load which would also aker the volm Fue oil contained matte, nol~bs in the condi-
flowing and hence the mean velocity. tions obtained in the normal bolrfunce, vyin between
A further effect causing turbulence in the flue would 0-8 per cent and 0-36 pe cent of its weight.Asmn
be the chimoney or funnel efect due to .,m winds that the fuel used contained no - than 0-2 per cent Of
Orar the funne cudet this matter, a burner consuming fuel at the a of SMoh per(b) Tasacn odce y~wie nasalhr. would produce 241b. of am ot dust per day.

Ifot inenl conduttee b0 tht wrt inu wa depsiedathhoriaontal settling chamber with very low pa veloci- If in adee t of antwo f etc., wa0 per posnt, d r tpoxe
te down to about 3ft./sec. showed that only 30 tuaa dee obcwumL,9 e et ti
anot lot the particles which should thoretically M~ iraly 210bh. per day, would be emitted in the funnel pies
outin fant did so. a dust but this was also potential smut

Thmwasno out tat he dmpd s Gt- The write comauded, duroue that all attempts to
Voted in the paper, would be of little use in the prevwntin eiiaesu yatnint obri eet

ofsmt LThe theory that low add depitof the oil flue gies
MN. W. lMcAmm MONIcS, C3,E., found that the coud mIsture - condensation anteinternal surface ofth

N-r otneoed the smat a moat- intrstng inetgto stack to which aoo adhered was als suspect; the surface tem-
Wa thi Ahlo and in a simple geometric way which should 3tWU Of the stck ws measured on a wet and windy day

be of Vogt asitnewhen achming a layou of the alape- nd found ft be little above the ambient temperature, and yetmuctm ad imngs ~r shp wih mchinry duhsuip no a uA~ rsd, nor could be produced by deliberately
Ito a to COWe All Pssible combinations ot dack home,at n seOrN horsM

t1=0Additives failed to produce any impeorement, and a three
7M wrtr a nt ipeincd-yaml fro su h no rn on 200 sectods Pleoaiy oil a"s fadled.

type postl bease the layout h-dudad a funelwhfich was The wrir !u -te tha mwa produced in dhe flues
u iM N OV cMarr the smo well above the turbulent u ad fmin in a similar momse I t henomenon
mmbut an twosis with tIn mac - hinery) aft, for which :=2c toklace in a Vontilation systm in whiih no filer

wWtoned um um ovadal im qappiosn at " mg m Stu&d Nor duot adhered and built up on the walls. thein ; , - nd wind &buad and Sow o d onand ga s toble r yars;thm paid off

W Oi FRsmPort of dmas -- Ipelns ao check the simiWolar Could Wk place in the uptokes ant
=Omm With a I~ in puada,6 It wN Insereslg to eam some of the Sm doot in tdo Ameon doalsed oL

* Ph., ., ~ ~b, ~ ~ i* ~ suiable faas and bult up umb its bukovercme the'che e Nodm $8718 sQfc P.*1tmctndhndM&r, when it pushd off and wa emitted
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FIG. 30

To catch the umut before it could be emitted, arresters
of the type used for pit emission we tried. Whilst these
intercepted particles which were obviously produced by ian-
Perfect combution, the dust of which smut was composed
passed by and smut remission continued.

If the hypothesis of dust in the due gas adhering to
surfacs and peeling of to form smut were accepted, it be-
came obvious that no surface above the arrester upon which
the dust could deposit, was permissble

A model transparent chimney was attached to a fan, the
speed of which could be adjusted to give a rneof velocities
of air in the model chimney. Smuts of various ss wage
then introduced and the velocity adjustd until the smut
Bocated in the air steam without bein emitted.

The remalts were plotted in Fig 30.
Thew size of smut which could be tolerated when emitted

muebe diedand the arrester designed accordingly.
A chimney, of course, could be built of sufficient diameter

for its full besobt; this, howeve, would be Fxpe.si31
If the chimney were suddenly enlarged, a osealFG.3

length of the enlarged portion performed the function of a
difuser. This could be achieved more economically by taper- the function of arresting the smut was therefore deduced to
ing the stack and finally distributing the pass ovea the full be 7kt long if the gase diverged at the natural angl of spread
snes by a baflk Of a astrum of S degrem.

A baffle was also advisabl to check the puff of ga which The quantity of soo collected was of the order of Mib
conted when a busrner was lie or failed Io light for an in- per GMCb of fuel burnt. This soot was too fine to slide down
stnt and then Ift with a small explosion producing a a shoo into a hopper but was easily removed periodially by
puf which would caue an emission of -ut if not checked. suction through a Angie hose, as IrcisedI by the domestic

In the moamsf ii installation, a whirl of semut could be chi Mneye waragmn o rs dsrbd-m nea the top of the chimney. The portion performing Fi.1 eara etofresrdu ed



Authors' Replies
Da. TnMw said that he would leave Mr~. Owe to dea Mr. McClimont drew ettentioni to the importance of con-

with the points raised with regard to smuts. Before replying sidering the maximum height of the turbulent zone rather
to the individual contributions, he aid that many of them, as than its height at the location of the funnel. On page 110 of
Mr. Burgp himself had admitted, had criticized the paper for the paper, uider heading 1.1.3, it was stated that observations
not dealing with the problem of funnel shpe. The title of wore made of this maximum height h, and these were the
the paper made it quite clear that it dealt only with super- values used in the investigation. It was quite true that if the
structure design in relation to the descent of funnel smoke, funnel was aft of the highest level of the zone, there was no
and tha the effect of funnel shAnd design was not mn- need to take this level into coasideration, but a study of
chided. Moreover, reference t ueact was made in the typical ship pofie made it clear that the funnel was rarelyintroductory ranarksto the paei hc twssae htin the position where the boundary was appreciably below the
the investigation of funne effects which was necassay to orn- maximum. A rather special case was the tanker with mid-
plet the rearch was still in progress. It was not therf ship brde having its funnel 250ft. or more abaft this source
fair criticism to reproach the authors for otnittig this inform- of tahlence. However, ints carried out in the wind tunnel
asian. They had considered holding back the present pope since the papar was prepared indicated that the turbulence
until the whole research had been completed but that would: had lost ms of its activity after traversing this distance in
have resulted probably in a delay ofa year or more and owr- any case and it had therefore no preat influence on the smoke
"ay in a paper of almost inietible size thLUn euse circumstances, calculations should be

The authors were muhidldto Mr. Campbell for his bsdad fthta rgntn t h fe uesrc
co-operation in the full-scale investigations and for the account umst front, which was of course quite close to the funnel.
of his experience on the performance of funnels une various On the sabjec of wind speed in the tunnel, a preliminary
conditions in practice. It was quite true to my that there was investigation was , i d out, covering a range of speeds, & B
no problem if the funne were made high enough. of course well below the citical Reynolds number. No differ-

In his very usefu contribution Mr. Burge laid grest stres snce in the form of the turbulent zone was noted, and it was
On the importance of studying condlitions with relative winds tha decided to week at a low tunnel speed, for this resulted
aroud 20 degrees off the bow. Thi vital as;P r t of the in a pastes conceration of HS in the jet, with more promin-
probe had not been lost sight of by the mathass; but it ent stains on the rods. The m important isue concerning
was more particularly a funniel problems, and was reei-n the flaw pater at velocities above and below the critical
dose attention in the investigation on fune design which was Reynolds maimer had been dealt with fully in Part II of the
now in progress, paper.

The authon bed knowledge of asy ships, mainly of the The distance from the forepeek to the bridge front wan
lage cago cfrrying and take classes, which gave trouble kept at 2-1 times the beam-a typical value--throughout the
in had winds. It would not be diffcult to imagne trouble ets, since the paI r of the turbulent Maen ws much the

m~with the orthodor form having a funod amidships and sener - h blof we msd on th smome hull or
a subd poop dock but it was mth ; muriing when many direc upon the tunnsel floor, thus provin that the penace

comhina msewith takrsm uh g th unnel were of the hull had no prat influence under head wind conditions.
onya few down fleet from the a , twas not uncommon Bus it was still important to establish a level horn which the

11o the Pass so sweep down on io the deis and actually effctive beight at maperseructure had so be measured, hence
e-nau ftor of the fune dueso their not during the the necust to derive forma so aW allowanc for sheM

Iu amzoe. Elimination of these hedwind conditions was and forecastle.
th prinsy comman on ansy such vuEla Pig. 15 was inchaded only as a guide to the possible eem

When the relative wind move roumd ce the bow, the of s ,n .adas sup-dwn. When it was realized how im-
gCm had a rapidly shortening length of dock to pass a, partent resl be the ida of reducing the aspantructure

ay advataEW hrorn this could he lost whaten ag=l o~g* with the front sounded in elevation (Fig. 14), a few
melted the critica for flow rated the fune elang whim wone out so And how the multiplying factor
was =u wclymund 20 dweea. This could be important, par- vartiad with *a aIa of the step, particularly at a relatively
imlrlyfor th larger passenger d Ala and was receivo end vahs of Ce, which was know to give a high turbulence
attention in the inesi aon funnel deima for, a Mr. Ionu in the li I I S condition of e/4 - 1. It was noe
Burp pone out, the majo 5ect in law w=v due io to iwlth an incrase in this ratio frosm 0 to I the value off
funnel luaU. set ndly so shout four daas itsa oriina legt for a degree

In the V_~ao Is w model and full-sale turbulentto ndin .1.o - 0-5. As c, waon a-adIthe rarg in the

now, Mr. 9Burmaid tat downwnd of the fune oam mist vdoe I. dim ed since its value at the lower limi when
spt he pah on the fufll-scale ship to be slgly ] hi h '/a - 0 sasinad udsgdand equal to the value for thedmu on the model, due to buoyancy arising frm h s ur- NO superuture of De c d matoupper limhems, fullel mam, W-to.I so INr as the latter were 1onFerna4 whn 46/4ES -1 the in - ihthe tend of=h hywere wooly d-wn down into the nbulent wise, the curve in PI 1 f r springur egt.Ithe shul hae erylitledlct n o higt o d bond &alidtsethe sup weothd e aft and of the vapor-

my, and we whot the other fanous had barns te bw into uku th Veh of becam aes - by wan el..- ^mon the deTM should be on the whole vary sion, lint as do afo r for spacture Ids hakdadi
Is the mnli of the -6hos *10- abua r=ndn in s dantom ddteIfao.



Authors' Replies

Mr. McClimont rderred to the degre of acracy as their purpose a reduction in the disturbance created by the
claimed in making predictions of the height of the turbulence outer caing, could be quite striking. In bovrline cases a
boundary. It did not seem to Dr. Third a bad result to oet minor modification of this nature might be s. enttt wrcary
this order of agreement from the application to real ships of the plume clear of the turbulent zone and show an improve-
a generalized formula based on the results of comparatively ment seemingly out of all proportion to the alteration itself.
few tests on simplified models, particularly in view of the eae Mr. Moria had commented on the difficulties in the way
and speed with which the calculations could be made. More- of applying a formuls to crtin la passenger liners with
over, as was stated under heading 2.2.2 on poe 123, the change complex shapes. The authors believed that the method they
from smooth Low to strong turbulence took place not at any had proposed could be used to give reasonably close prcdictions
sharply defined line, but over a transition zone. With this in even for such ships; and they wculd like to have drawings
mind the authors were of the opinion that it would hardly be of one or two, for which wind tunnel results were available,
posible to get agreement within, my, 3 or 4fk even with the so that they could compare these results with those predicted
most accurate observations. For this and other reasons a by their method. It might be necessary, however, to carry out
mon should be allowed in the design of the funnel, model tests to study wind conditions over the various decks

Dr. Third appreciated Mr. Stoot's remarks on the cor- from the standpoint of comfort or habitability. In that case,
relation of model tets with the performance of full-scale ships. my little extr work would be needed to define the turbulence
He had no knowledge of similar wind tunnel tests carried out boundary as well.
on supestructiur models at greatly different Reynolds num-
ben. In the introduction to the paper, the disparity in scale Ma. OwER replied to the various points raised in con-
and speed between model and full-scale conditions was dis- nexion with smuts. He emphasized that, as stated in the
cumsed. Although reasons were there given for believing that paper, the idea of an expamnsion in the uptake in which the
any effects due to this cwse would be small, it had been smuts could fall out had not been originated by the auth Ns
decided to include direct comparisons between model and full- but by the superintendent engineer of one of the shipping
scale results in order to confirmthis m mptio oe for all lines. All that had been done in the paper was to investipte
and thus to establish the applicability of the model tets to the proposal on a theoretical basis to see whether it looked
full-scak conditions possible, and the results suggested that it did. He agreed with

He agreed that the empirical method of estimating the Mr. Campbell that a swirling action would probably be more
height of the turbulent zone was basd on the results of tests affective; in fact, it famed the basis of certain devices in use.
with highly simplified models. But he would remind Mr. He was glad that Mr. Campbell had stated categorically that
Stoot that the method had been checked by the authors on the best way to prevent smuts from landing on deck was to
three ships of widely different shape, both in the wind tunnel eliminate them at the source. He (Mr. Ower) had been of this
and on the full-scale, and in all cames the method gave results opinion from the outset, but the reception he had had when
very clew to those actually observed. Mr. Morison, in his he once voiced it to a marine engineer had prevented him
written contribution, referred to two similar cam of agree- from ever repeating it. It was encouraging to find support
met. It was realized from the start that the bridge front from a marine enginer of Mr. Campbell's standing.
played a prominent prt in creating turbulent flow conditions, The suggestion of the expansion had received both adverse
hence the remon for concentrating to a large extent on the and favourable comment. The only convincing way of settling
vimiable asNociated with this part of the superstructum For- a matter of this kind was to put it to the test and Mr. Ower
tmately, most of the other simble obstructions on the deck of theeore derived some satisfaction from the fact that the
a ship, such a lifeboats, were so positioned that they had no favourable views, namely those of Mr. Cromarty, Mr. Harper
appIC-ab efect on the turbulent zone, except possibly in and Mr. Wynn, were founded on practical full- cale evidence
reltive winds well round on the berm, so they could be dt the method would work, whereas the criticism of Mr.
mitted from the models uder seat Bure and the stronge views of Mr. McGregor were the ex-

A very intmrsting point relating to the wind resistance pressions of personal opinion Mr. Bure's criticim was
of superstructures was raised. There was no doubt that the confined to the belief that the heights of the expansion required
extent of the turbulent zone was some measure of the ergy would be greater thn those given in Fig. 23. Thi might be
lat fron this source, so dat a des ould be effecting a so to some etent, but Mr. Wynn's c-nlibution suggested that
woth while ecnmy ia this direction ast the ma time as he the bashe would not be seiously under-estimated by the
was improvin the smoke conditions. However, on high spud cakulation. Although Mr. Wynn had not quoted any
insmm ships the design was oblied to give wfWl study dim sions for the installations he had fitted, it appeared un-

to mother aspect of the problem-that of the wind speed over lkely that he would have rearded the scheme favourably if
te decks theselves. f it were possible to go to the extrem these were impracticably Ig. A vertical height of 40. was
by eliminting the nuzblmt z n etirely, the decks would be- mentioned by Mr. CromMrty, but he had allowed a s spmd
came unnsbk A I M iseFwould ap r to combine an of lS per sec in the expanded section wbereas the beights
owa sdwm ot streamlining with the udicious placing of -use in thepv were based on a speed of l~ft. per sec.
wdellnd shelters. Wiuthfurter koledge of speeds and dimensions, it was

The authon were indebted so Mr. Cromarty for the In- not possible to compar Mr. Crorty's figurs with the cal-
mwst he had tkm in the investigations leading up to the oulations. But it was significant that Mr. C momarty was M-
paper, end for his very willingsm sian. His acountof fImi to dipbord installations, so again thre could be no
the d eopmt of de modern pi = ma in fig quetion of exm esi .i
21(b) was very interesting indeed. It sowed clearly that with Mr. McGregrves sttet in his writt contrmbution that
a short funnel dte pam mild be made to cler the turbulent thet was "no doubt that the enlarged sction ..... would be
sme with moful a i o the design of the vspamuctur. of little use" was thus directly at vriamce with the experience
This~e t had obviously mit been coiudin th ame of ON Mr. C',omarty, Mr. Harper and Mr. Wynn. Mr. Ower
m Thwas consent to ret his asse on the vims at ese three Stte-

e orthrs wee Ihv o lern i Mr. Hap that im, which wm based on established fact and not merely an
h 1mdd t dAi vIon of e ubject ito two pams was ia tmto.H would add only dat he disputed me

d itway to tashe thej 2Z 7;blan. Mcs g ur's n s and qt esip -sd the relevance of
Mr. s h1~ 8 s we wy mnm uagng she th ma al td &ultM with h orifims adduced by Mr.

t 1k mentionei els appr ,-iation which he McGregor to support dit. The conditions of thmes ml-
ledd t pelp Ae, whih smad stwm dw ered in ast bst m ftudementel particulr fte

id fngs dw th auhr in d emiler com- thne dat would .dat in die expanded cio.
day" had mede .nd veprtd . the . TU i- Mr. Ower eml not mswer Mr. M mt's quas

= d=a of - -, als adms a te m d top, hoping dbant th origin of maits, but he couM my quia e
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Superstructure Design in Relation to the Descent of Funnel Smoke

fom his own exprience that they were not ejected only during authors therefore had no hesitation in adirming their convic-
soot blwing. tion that the air flow patterns for the wind tunnel tests and

Mr. Harper had asked about the possible effect of in- for the full-scale ships themselves are substantially the same
resing the am velocity after lavmg the expanded section. for broad, overall effects of the kind investipted in this
Mr. Ower mid that a relatively high velocity at the final exit research.
from the funnel was a neceary feature of many funnel Mr. Stoot had also asked whether tests had been carried
designs and added that the calculated height of the expanded out over a range of speeds in the wind tunnel to see whether
mcti would anot be affected in any way by a remicion in the results at all speeds were the same. As a matter of fact
ase following this s ction. they had, but if one accepted the fact that the full-scale checks

Pinaslly, Mr. Ower mid he would like to comment briefly that had been carried out had been done at a Reynolds number
an the controversial subject of sale efect and in particular some 200 or more times that of the wind tunnel tests, one
oan the questions aked by Mr. Stoot. In the first place, there had to accept also that it was futile to carry out tests over a
mill maned to be some doubt whether the results obtained on range of speeds in the tunnel in which the range of Reynolds
a small model in the wind tunnel really reproduced what hap- number that could be covered, bearing in mind the various

nd an the full-scale ship. To this he would say that the practical limiting factors, was probably not more than 5. Why
full-cale checks described in the paper should dispel such bother about a factor of 5 when one had to extrapolate to 200
doubts in the future. Moreover, and to this Dr. Third with or more? Mr. Stoot also asked about the speed at which the
his Preat perience of model tests would agre, ad hoc smoke full-scale tests were carried out. On Ship A all the tests
imVtipioM had been carried out in wind tunnels for many had been made at a ship speed of about 20 knots in conditions
years past on models of about the siz of those used in this ranging from calm to a head wind of about 20 knots. The
paper and tested at similar speeds. All the evidence was that speeds for ships B and C were rather less. All the work had
the remits deduced from such tet are borne out on the full- been carried out so far from land that it was most unlikely
cal Dr. T1hird confirmed that he had neve known of a cae that any of the effects mentioned by Mr. Burge in this context

where the full-wale behaviour refuted the model results. The would be significant.

(
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APPENDIX B

MILITARY AIR OPERATIONS

Three air flow situations have particularly detrimen-
tal effects on helicopter and V/STOL operations. These
situations are turbulence, vortex formation and the stack
gas plume. The effects of these factors are discussed
below.

1) Turbulence and vortices - Turbulent air flow pre-
sents a danger to pilots when the helicopter enters a tur-
bulent region and experiences a sudden loss of lift. Most
modern helicopters are neutrally or negatively stable, and
are therefore fitted with automatic stabilization equipment
(ASE). However, even ASE does not fully correct the prob-
lem of transient forces as the helicopter approaches a
ship landing. Under such circumstances yaw maneuvers may
require sudden increases in power that exceed the capabili-
ties of the tail rotor. This situation is so critical that
the amount of control available to a pilot is often consi-
dered in terms of helicopter power limitations. The criti-
cal nature of the power available for yaw maneuvers is the
result of the tail rotor operating close to blade stall con-
ditions. One can readily see that no matter how responsive
a stabilization system may be, its effectiveness can only
be measured in terms of the ability of a helicopter to re-
spond to automatic control.

2) Stack Gas Plume - Often the stack plume close to
a combatant ship is surrounded by turbulent flow and the
plume itself is turbulent. The plume is especially dangerous
because it is highly heated and has a compound detrimental
effect on helicopter flight. First the hot exhaust gases
decrease aerodynamic lift generated by the blades, thereby
reducing both hover capability and yaw maneuverability.
Secondly, the hot gases reduce the thermodynamic efficiency
of the helicopter's motive gas turbine. Although the plume
does not always present these dangers it can not be cmplete-
ly avoided in ship operations. The senior engineer of the
belo class desk at WAVAIR has stated that a hot air plume
with an average temperature at 1400 can be *lived with" 118].
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Turbulence, vortices and stack gas plumes separately
or in combination present serious threats to helicopter
operations from a ship but in addition many other factors
which can be controlled only partially, if at all, further
compound the problem. Perhaps the most serious situation
the pilot faces is landing his helicopter on the deck of
a ship moving in a seaway. Often the landing area is not
large, cross winds are high and ship motions (primarily
roll, pitch and heave) are significant. For these reasons
a pilot will establish a hover immediately over the landing
area so that he may assess relative motion between himself
and the ship prior to touch down. This time interval, be-
tween the beginning of the hover and when the helicopter is
down with the blades no longer producing significant lift,
is perhaps the most critical phase of landing. Conversely,
the most critical phase of take-off occurs as the helicopter
lifts off the deck and rises to a height sufficient to clear
the ship. While landing it is possible for the ASE to at-
tempt to counter ships roll once the helicopter has made
contact. This action can flip a helicopter over. It is
therefore important for a pilot to deactivate the ASE the
instant he makes contact and at the same time to manually
reduce the blade pitch to a minimum.

Air operations will continually evolve as helicopters,
ships and procedures are improved. Therefore the require-
ments for air operations can not be listed in this manual
without warning the designer that these requirements will
change. The only prudent instruction that can be made is
by way of examples that demonstrate only the general nature
of the design problems involved. When presented with a new
ship class, it is the designer's responsibility to determine
what effects air operations will have on the design and to
combine these limitations with all of the design criteria.

SCS - The Sea Control Ship was to be designed with
two locations for helicopter operations and one location for
V/STOL. Model testing demonstrated the landing areas to be
free from turbulence or vortex centers as long as the rela-
tive wind was from 0101 clockwise to 3500 (3600 - 000* - head
winds). However, since the plume flows with the relative wind,
operations should be limited to relative wind yaw angles
from 0100 clockwise to 1700. Relative wind from 0100 clock-
wise to 0900 would be dangerous aft of the island while winds
from 0900 to 170' would be dangerous forward of the island.
In this manner the safe yaw angles for various operations were
determined. A study was also made to reduce turbulent wake
from ship structure adjacent to areas where air operations

( were conducted 117).
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A0177 - The "A0177 Air Flow Report" [18] contains de-
sign information about VERTREP operations. The AO has a
"T-line" marked on the deck behind which the helicopter
will remain during VERTREP.

During normal hovering for sling attachment to the
helicopter hook, the rotor blades will be approximately
20 feet above the deck (This height includes 5 to 8 feet
from deck to the hook plus an additional 12 feet to the
rotor blades.) subsequent to an approach and steady hover.
The blades will be 30 to 40 feet above the deck at load
lift off which places the intakes 34 feet above the deck.
The height of the blades will increase while under full
power to 50 feet when the load will clear the ship's side.
Normally the approach for VERTREP is downwind when flying
empty and into the wind for loaded conditions to provide
maximum lift. However, the approach can be made at any
angle aft of the T-line. To allow consideration of vari-
ous approach angles, the exhaust plume gas trajectory and
temperatures were evaluated at several relative wind angles
making the following assumptions.

1. The ship speed is 20 knots. The wind velocity will
be 60 knots relative to the deck at 00 relative wind angle.
This angle was chosen because it given the shortest distance
of plume travel to the hovering area and therefore, the
highest plume temperature.

2. The steam power plant will be operating at cruise
power level.

3. Ambient temperature was assumed to be 1009F.

It was found that the center of the plume was about 90
feet above the hover point and that the temperature at the
maximum hover height would be approximately ambient. There-
fore the AO should present no problems for VERTREP operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Work covered by this report was performed for NAVSEC
Code 6179A.04 under Modification P00009 of Contract N00024-
70-C-1127 (Consolidation and Integration of Antennas into
the Sea Control Ship Hull Structure).

It is the purpose of the investigation covered by
this report to determine the effects of elevated ambient
temperatures on mast mounted equipments and to define if
possible the maximum allowed temperature limits for the
following specific items:

o Coaxial Cable

RG-214, 218, 333, 1-5/8" foam
dielectric

o Waveguide

o RADAR

AN/SPS-40,52,55

o TACSATCOM

o AN/SRA-17

o AN/SRA-43

o URD-4

o URN-3

o AS-571, 616, 899, 1174, 1175

o Wire Rope (for antennas)

o Antenna Insulators

Stack gas exit temperatures on the gas turbine-
powered Sea Control Ship were expected to be much higher
than those experienced on the majority of U.S. Naval
ships. It is evident that, with the single-island con-
figuration considered for the Sea Control Ship, mast
and yard-mounted equipments may be subjected to in-
creased environmental stress.
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A determination of the expected ambient temperatures
due to stack emissions is the subject of a separate inves-
tigation by others.

2. APPROACH

2.1 Lower Bound

The items to be considered are, in general, designed
and fabricated by the lowest bidder to meet requirements of
KIL-E-16400, Electronic, Interior Communication and Naviga-
tion Equipment, Naval Ship and Shore:

o Non-operating, -62 to +75*C

o Operating, -28 to +656C

Thus, an ambient temperature of +650C may be taken as
a lower bound. Whether or not an item of equipment will with-
stand higher ambient temperatures depends upon a number of fac-
tors, including the design margin applied to the weakest link
within the item.

2.2 Upper Bound

The upper bound for passive devices (those that
dissipate no power) is obviously determined by the
maximum service temperature of some critical material or
component within the device.

For active devices (those that dissipate power,) the
upper bound must be reduced to allow the required power
dissipation to take place without exceeding the maximum
service temperature of the weakest link.

As a practical matter, since both corrosion and failure
rate due to thermal stress factors tend to increase
exponentially with temperature, it will be necessary to
operate at ambient temperatures considerably below the
upper bound.
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the failure rates are asymptotic. They illustrate that
reduction in temperature at any range down to about
209C is reflected by significantly lower failure rates."

The following detailed analyses of specific items
shows the procedure and rationale for determining recom- -
mended maximum allowed ambient temperatures given in Table
2. In some cases, the procedure can be firmly supported
by published data. Most, however, require application of
judgement to incomplete data or extrapQlation from similar
items.

5.1 Maximum Recommended Long-Term Ambient Temperature

Values recomnended for specific items in Table 2
are the lower of:

(a) The temperature required to double the pre-
dicted failure rate over the value expected at 650C
for the equipment if calculated or limiting component of
that or a similar equipment or,

(b) The temperature required to quadruple the corrosion
rate over that expected at 656C.

5.2 Maximum Recouuended Short-Term Ambient Temperature

Values recoumended for specific items in Table 2
are the lower of:

(a) The maximum published service temperature of a
limiting component of that or a similar equipment or,

(b) The temperature required to cause a 16-fold
increase in corrosion rate over that expected at 65*C.

5.3 Corrosion Effects

A generality concerning rates of corrosion as a
function of temperature was found quoted in several
references (Corrosion Handbook, Wiley & IL-STD-198Bp.
111) as the "rule of 10":

"Corrosion effects tend to double with each 10°C
rise in temperature.' It is evident that such a complex
subject cannot be neatly suuumarized in a single sentence.
It is judged, however, that application 6f the "rule" to
this particular investigation will result in somewhat
more oonservative reco mendations than would result from
a rigorous analysis of the many materials and contaminates
involved.
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Accordingly, unless otherwise limited to lower values,the maximum recomended long-term ambient temperaturewill be that required to increase the corrosion rate bya factor of 4 over that expected at 650C (1050C).

5.4 Individual Components

The temperature characteristics of selected compo-nents and materials are summarized in Table 1. A
5.4.1 Resistors and Capacitors

Data taken directly from MIL-HDBK-217A. The figurefor % rating refers to resistor power rating or capacitorvoltage rating. Maximum service temperature is taken asthe maximum temperature for which data was given.

5.4.2 Semiconductors

Data for microwave diodes taken directly from NIL-RDBK-217A. For other semiconductors, data in IL-HDBK-217A was found to be plotted as a function of "normalized
junction temperature" given by:

ta + kpq - ts  (1)
S- tj(max)-ts

where: ta = ambient temperature

ts - temperature at which power rating is de-
fined, usually 2500C.

p - power rating of the device at ta
q - thermal resistance of the device

k - ratio of actual to rated power

ti(lax) - maximum Junction temperature, assumed
to be 2001C for silicon and 656C for
germanium

Inserting these values, equation (1) becomes:

ta + kpq - 25
for silicon (2)

175
(an since normalised junction temperature, tn - 1 when k

is uty and ta - to, the quantity pq - 175 and:
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t - t + 175k - 25n a for silicon (3)
175

From equation (3), a plot of tn against ambient
temperature, ta, was generated for several values of k.
From this information and the data in MIL-HDBK-217A,
curves of expected failure rate as a function of ambient
temperature could be generated for desired percentages of
rated power. Results are summarized in Table 1.

5.4.3 Synchro

Values were computed per section 7.8.3.2 of MIL-
HDBK-217A and are summarized in Table 1.

5.4.4 Coaxial Cable (covered in paragraph 5.5)

5.4.5 Materials

Maximum service temperatures for several materials
were obtained from the "Materials Selector Issue" of
"Materials Engineering," Vol. 70, No. 5, Mid-October 1969,
A Reinhold Publication.

5.5 Coaxial Cable

From manufacturer's data used to generate information
used in NAVSHIPS 0967-177-3020 (Shipboard Antenna Systems,
Installation Methods) it is determined that:

tita+ kpq

where: t - maximum temperature within the cable

t - ambient air temperaturea

p - power rating of the cable (usually at 400C)

q - thermal resistance of the cable

k - derating factor - actual power/rated power

From the same sources, it is determined that maximum
allowed temperatures within the cables are:
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tmax = 80C for solid or foam polyethylene dielec-

trics

tmax = 2320C for solid teflon dielectrics

tmax = 100*C for air spaced teflon (Heliax, etc.)

Rearranging equation (4) and setting t = tmax:

pg - (tmax - ta)/k (5)

The quantity, pq, may be evaluated for each cable type
by setting k equal to unity and inserting appropriate values
for tmax and ta into equation (5). For polyethylene dielec-
trics:

tmax - SOC

ta = 400C, ambient temperature associated with
power rating and: pq = 40

Then, solving equation (4) for tat

ta = 80 - 40k, maximum allowed ambient temperature
for polyethylene dielectrics

(6)

ta - 232 - 192k, maximum allowed ambient tempera-
ture for solid teflon dielectrics

(7)

ta - 100 - 60k, maximum allowed ambient tempera-
ture for teflon air-spaced dielectrics

(8)

Equation (6) applies to the specific cable types to
be investigated: RG-214, 218, 333 and 1-5/8-inch foam
dielectric cable.

(
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Actual power Maximum allowed
400C power rating ambient temperatureOC

1 40
0.5 60
0.2 72
0.1 76
0 80

These values and the values for other cable types are
summarized in Table 1.

5.6 Waveguides

No information was found concerning performance of
waveguide assemblies at elevated temperatures and applicable
military specifications require no temperature tests for
rigid assemblies. MIL-W-287C (Waveguide Assemblies,
Flexible, Twistable and Non-Twistable) requires a 7-day
aging test at 1006C. Most flexible waveguides appear to
be covered with neoprene rubber (maximum service tempera-
ture -85*C).

For rigid waveguide assemblies, it is difficult to
imagine any significant effects other than thermal expansion
and corrosion that would be applicable to this investiga-
tion.

Accordingly the maximum recommended long-term ambient
temperature would be that resulting in a 4-fold increase
in corrosion rate over that expected at 659C. The maximum
recommended short-term ambient temperature would be that
showing a 16-fold increase. However, the limiting factor
would seem to be the neoprene O-rings used to gasket each
flange joint. Accordingly, values of 85 and 1000C are
recommended in Table 2.

For flexible waveguides the corresponding recommend-
ed values are 850C and 1000C reflecting the maximum publish-
ed service temperature and heat aging test for the
neoprene cover.

5.7 RADAR, TACSATCO, AS-571, 616, 899, 1174, 1175, URD-4
URN-3

After examining the items in Table I It would appear
that synchros are the limiting component, for rotating
devices in general. Long and short-term values of 80 and
959C are therefore recomended. Particular care should be
taken to insure that lubricants are compatible with these
temperatures.
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5.8 AN/SRA-17

A parts list for the Radio Frequency Tuner was
assembled from the Antenna Group Technical Manual
(Navships 93205) and a reliability prediction made for
several ambient temperatures per MIL-HDBK-217A, Section 5.
Maximum service temperatures for each component were
also noted. Maximum service temperature was limited to
1200C by R202 (operating at 20% of rated power) and to
1250C by a number of resistors, capacitors, and relays.

Failure rates were computed for each electronic
component at 20, 40, 65, 80, 100, and 1400C. Values for
the unit were:

Ambient Failure rate
0C 

per 10 6 hrs

20 2.5
40 3.0
65 3.8
80 4.9
100 11.2

Failure rates are summarized in Table 1. Recommended
maximum ambient temperatures given in Table 2 were deter-
mined by taking the minimums from the following tabulation:

Source of Data Long-term Short-term°C *C

3.mperature to double unit 650C 95
failure rate

Limiting component service temp-
erature 120

Corrosion 85 105

Neoprene gaskets 85 100

Reoommended maximums 85 100

5.9 AN/SRA-43

The TN-438/SRA-43 RP Tuner was analysed in the same
maner as used in 5.8. Xaximu service temperature was

( limited to 85C by the synohro contained within the unit,
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as well as several mica capacitors. It is interesting to
note that the plexiglass dessicant window alone would limit
maximum temperatures to 950C. Failure rates were computed
for each electronic component at 20, 65, 80, and 1406C.

Ambient Failure Rate
•C5 per 106 hrs

20 1.5
65 2.9
80 7.8

Failure rates are summarized in Table 1. Recommended
maximum ambient temperatures given in Table 2 were deter-
mined by taking minimums from the following tabulations:

Source of Data Long-Term Short-Term
0C 6C

Temperature to double 650C 78
failure rate

Limiting component service
temperature 85

Corrosion 85 105

Neoprene gaskets & O-rings 85 100

Recommended maximums 78 85

5.10 Wire Rope for Antennas

Vinyl covered wire rope per PED-SPEC-LP-390 has a poly-
ethylene jacket which has a maximum service temperature of
809C. Wire rope for antennas in general has a polypro-
pylene core (NIL-24261) exhibiting a maximum service
temperature of 1200C. Recommended mazimum ambient tempera-
tures given in Table 2 were detentned-by taking iz~imum
from the following tabulations:
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Source Long-Term Short-Term

VINYL COVERED

Jacket 80

Core 120

Corrosion 85 105

Recommended aximums 80 80

UNJACKETED

Core 120

Corrosion 85 105

Recommended Maximums 85 105

5.11 Antenna Insulators

The maximum allowed temperature for fiberglass insulators
is determined by the quality of the resin used to fabricate
them. However, performance will in general be limited by
associated neoprene gaskets and recommended maximum tempera-
tures listed in Table 2 are accordingly 85 and 1006C.
Ceramic bowl insulators will also be temperature limited
by gaskets and the same values given for fiberglass insula-
tors are recommended. It is judged that strain insulators
with metallic inserts will be limited by corrosion, and
recommended values of 85 and 1050C are given in Table 2.
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TABLE 1
COMPONENT TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS

to double to double maximum
20*C failure 65*C failure serviceITEM rate rate temperature

RESISTOR

Composition, 50% rating 55 75 10010% rating 80 80 125
Power, fixed film, 50% rating 125 0 125

10% rating -- 200

CAPACITOR

Mica, Char P, 50% rating so 125 15010% rating so 125 150

Ceramic, Char C, 50% rating 45 85 15010% rating 90 95 150

SEMICONDUCTORS

Diodes, Germanium 85Diodes, Silicon power, 50% 55 - 115
rating

10% rating 55 95 ISODiodes & NPN transistor,
(silicon) 50% rating 55 - 11510% rating 40 115 180Diodes, microwave, 50% rating - - 115(detector & mixer) 20% rating 150 - 150

SYNCHRO, 31TX6b 55 80 85
AN/SRA-17 ANTENNA TUNER 80 95 120

AN/SRA-43 ANTENNA TUNER 65 78 85

COAXIAL CABLE

Polyethylene, 100 9 rating 40solid or foam 50% rating 60
201 rating 7210% rating 76

0% rating soTeflon, solid dial., 100% rating 4050% rating 136
Teflon, air-spaced dial.

100% rating 40( rating 70
20% rating 88
0% rating 100
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TABLE 2

Maximum Recommended Ambient Temperature, (OC)

ITEM Long-term Short-term
(Less than
10 min/hr)

Coaxial Cable, RG-214, 218, 333,
and 1-5/8" foam filled

100% power rating 40 40
50% power rating 60 60
20% power rating 72 72
10% power rating 76 76
0% power rating 80 80

Waveguides, rigid & flexible 85 100

RADAR, TACSATCOM, AS-571, 616,
899, 1174, 1175, URD-4, URN-3 80 85

AN/SRA-17 85 100

AN/SRA-43 78 85

Wire rope, vinyl covered 80 80
hnjacketed 85 105

Antenna Insulators, fiberglass 85 100
Ceramic bowl 85 100
Ceramic strain 85 105

Important Note: None of the above items is required by specification to
exceed the requirements of MIL-E-16400 (650C operating,
750C non-operating). Increased ambient temperatures will
severely reduce service life and will demand increased
maintenance.
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